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C. M. "Rip" Cunningiram, Jr., Chairman I Paul J. Howard, Executive Director

January 20,2012

Mr. Dan Morris
Acting Regional Administrator
NOAAAIMFS
55 Great Republic Drive
Gloucester, MA 01930

Dear Dan:

Thank you for your recent letter forwarding an analysis of permissible sector cary-over. You
requested that we forward this letter to the Science and Statistical Committee (SSC) for review at its
January 25,2012 meeting. Unfortunately, there is not time available for a review atthatmeeting and
the review will have to be scheduled for a later date. As you know, we are about to begin a
framework action to improve the operation of sectors and one of the issues the Groundfish Oversight
Committee plans to consider in this action is the carry-over provisions. The analysis you provided
will help our Plan Development Team as it works on this framework. There are a few questions that,
if answered, will help the Committee and PDT's work:

( 1 ) The analysis is based on the primary constraint that * 
. . .the realized fishing mortality rate could

not exceed the overfishing threshold of Fvsv." It is often the case, however, that due to scientific
uncertainty or rebuilding requirements the Acceptable Biological Catch (ABC) for multispecies
stocks are usually based on a fishing mortality rate that is less than F¡asy. The constraint used in the
analysis thus implicitly acknowledges that the carry-over levels suggested could lead to catches that
exceed the ABC recommendation of the SSC. Is it consistent with the provisions of the Magnuson-
Stevens Act to authorize a carry-over amount that results in allocating an amount of fish that is
greater than the ABC? Is it consistent with the National Standard Guidelines to allow a carry-over
amount that reduces the buffer for scientific uncertainty between the Overfîshing Level (OFL) and
the ABC to zero without explicit SSC concurrence?

(2) The analysis is based on assuming an equilibrium age structure under a constant recruitment
assumption. Many multispecies stocks are at low levels of abundance and are in rebuilding
programs, and recruitment is often highly variable and, for some stocks, recent recruitment is at low
levels. How do these deviations from the underlying assumptions affect the amounts of permissible
carry-over?

(3) If cany-over amounts are allowed to result in catches that exceed the ABC for a rebuilding
program, how would that affect the prospects for rebuilding?



(a) In some cases ABCs decline due to expected fluctuations in the stock; in other cases it may be

due to a change in assessment results. This creates the possibility that the proposed carry-over
amounts may result in allocating an amount of fish greater than the OFL. Is this consistent with the

M-S Act? Does a declining ABC affect the amount of permissible carry-over? Do these fluctuation
need to be considered when setting carry-over levels?

As always, please call me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

PaülJ. Hdward
Executive Director
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanlc and Atmospheric Administratlon
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
NORTHEAST REGION
55 Great Bepublic Drive
Gloucester, MA 01 930-2276
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C.M. "Rip" Cunningham Jr., Chair
New England Fishery Management Council
50'Water Street
Newburyport, Massachusetts 0 I 950

Dear Rip:

The Northeast Fisheries Science Center has recentiy completed an analysis that considers whether
Northeast multispecies sector vessels could carry-over more than ten percent of their annual
allocation from one fishing year to the next. The analysis, which is attached, was requested by
Senator Kerry in a letter dated October 19, 2017, as well as by sector members and managers at the
New England Fishery Management Council's (Council) October 25-26,2011 Sector Workshop.
NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service intends to include this analysis in the draft
environmental assessment of the fishing year 2012 sector operations plans as a range of potential
increases to the current carry over allowance.

I recommend that the Council ask its Scientific and Statistical Committee to review this report at
their January 2012 meeting if at a1l possible. Specifically, I am requesting that the Committee
provide advice on the level of carryover increase that couid occur (above 10%) without having a

negative impact on the fishery management plan.

Patricia A. Kurkui
Regional Administrator
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Anølysis of Quota Rollover Percentages
NEFSC/READ/PDB

Initíøl Draft: November 30,2011
Løst apdate: December 7,2011

Executive Summrry

This report addresses the question ofwhat is the appropriate percentage carryover ofquota
allocations from one year to the next. The carryover fraction of I 0% in current regulations for
sectors does not have an analytical basis with respect to its implications for overfishing. A
deterministic model was used to evaluate the effects ofaltemative quota rollover fractions on the
magnitude of fishing mortality in the year in which the previous year's quota is harvested. The
primary constraint on harvest policy was that the realized fishing mortality rate could not exceed
the overfishing threshold ofthe Fmsy proxy. The model was applied to a suite ofage-structured
stocks with parameters taken from the stock assessmenrs from GARM III (NEFSC 2008).

Despite a wide range ofbiological differences among stocks, the maximum carryover percent
was relatively uninfluenced by differences in growth rate or selectivity. Instead, the primary
factor afÈcting the cârryover percentage was the tru€ rate offishing mortality in relationship to
the overfishing threshold. If the true fishing mofiality rate is neâr the target fishing mortality rate
specified in the management plan, i.e.,75% of Fmsy proxy, then the maximum carrj¡over is
about 28 to 30%. As the true fishing mortality rate approaches the Fmsy proxy the allowable
carryover declines to zero. The maximum carryover fraction is further reduced by the current
harvest control policy that factors in the effects oftotal catch attained in year t on the catches in
year t+ l. Shortfalls in the individual quotas are partially compensated by the increases in future
quotas when the sgck is fished at the fishing mortaliry rare associated with the Feec. when this
expected increas{infactored in AND contemporary F is actually at75/o ofFmsy, the maximum
carryover percenta-g(appears to be about25-28Yo for the stocks examined.-tq
The analyses suggest the importance oftwo critical factors, one scientific, the other policy
related. The true relationship between the realized F in any given year and the Fmsy threshold is
difficult to know given the uncertainty in initial stock sizes and implementation ofthe
management policy. If stock sizes are overestimated, then fishing mortality rates will be too high
and the margin for increased ca¡ryover will be reduced. The second critical aspect is harvest
policy. Analyses in this report assume that fishing mortality cannot exceed the Fmsy proxy, i.e.,
overfishing is not allowed. Ifharvest policy restricts F to be less than or equal to Fnsc t}ìen the
allowable harvest carryover will be greatly diminished. Theoretically ifthe F66¡ : F¡6s then
there is no scope for carryover (i.e, the percent rollover is zero) because the overall quota for
year t+l will already have incorporated the maximum allowable catch.

This anaþis does not consider the economic implications of carryovers or the potential
implications for individual vessels or firms. Moreover, this report does not address longer term
implications ofa quota carryover system. Management strategy evaluation approachesiuggest
caution when implementing high quota carD¡over fractions because ofthe sevère effects oÍ-
contemporary overharvest on future catch streams.

Introduction

The suggested quota rollover p¡ovision currently allows for a l0% carryover ofunused quota
from one year to the next. The magnitude ofthe carryover is important because it has
implications for the realized fishing mortality rate in the year in which the carryover quota is
taken. ln particular, current harvest policies stipulate that F cannot exceed the Fmsy proxy. In
other words, overfishing is not allowable irrespective ofthe magnitude ofthe underharvest in a
previous year. This constraint implies that the magnitude of carryover will be less than the loss
in the previous year when the loss exceeds a certain threshold. For example, a loss of20% in
yeartmightbecaniedovertocatchesinyeart+l onaoneforonebasis. Alossof50%int,
could imply overfishing in year t+l ifall ofthe catch were taken. Ifso, not all ofthe underage
could be carried over. The purpose of this report is to investigate the biological implications of
carryover policies for a number ofrepresentative groundfìsh species and alternative harvest
policies.

Methods

To investigate the properties ofaltemative quota rollover percentages, a simple age structured
dynamic model was used to investigate the effects ofquota rollover percentages in the vicinity of
the equilibrium. The biological parameters for growth and natural mortality were combined with
€stimates offishery selectivity to project the population to an equilibrium age structure under a
constant recruitment assumption. Fishing mortality was assumed to be 75% of Fmsy proxy. The
population response in the vicinity ofthis equilibrium point was investigated by evaluating the
implications for fishing mortality in yeat t+l given an underage ofmagnitude ÀC in year t.

The iniiial population vector at F0 is obtained by advancing an initial advanced in age using
age-specific fishing mortality F" and an age and time invariant nalural mortality (M) is 0.2 for
all ages.

Naalt=o = ltlo,r=o¿-M-Fat-o (1)

Recruitment, defined as Nr,1 is assumed to be constant for all time periods such that

lV1,¿=ftr=ft (2)

Each cohort is decremented by age- and time-specific fishing mortality rates:

N a+t,t*1 = ¡¡ o,r¿-M-Fa,t (3)

Total catch c, is estimated as the sum ofage-specific catches multiplied by the average weight at
age.

Cr=Lâ=r#N.r(L- e-Fn,-M) W Ø)

Where Wu is the average weight of fish at age a.

The equilibrium catch, denoted as co will be time invariant when R, M and Fn, are held constant.
For the purpose ofthis analysis it is assumed that F4r equals a f¡action ô ofthe Fr,, proxy. Thus



Co is the expected equilibrium catch when Fq1: õFmsy.Su, where S" is the age specific selectivity,
The maximum ca¡ryover that can occur is defined

q= Co- LC =*=rffin",t(!-e-F,o,t-Ml Wa (5)

c*t = co + AC = Lâ=r#,¡vo,r*, (1 - "-þ"r*" 
+'r'rl¡ w" (6)

The maximum carry over catch ÂC is estimated by finding F'ar in Eq. 5 such that Eq. 6 is
satisfied. Note that it is assumed that the maximum harvest rate possible in year t+l is less than
or equal to F-rr. A harvest policy such as R+r < F¡¿qitd or Fr+l < F¡sc could be an altemative
basis for deriving the carryover.

It is important to note that Eq. 5 and 6 are linked by Eq. 3. Since F'nt is less than harvest policy
Fqr, then N",r+r will be greater than it would have been. Thus Cla¡ will be greater than Coeven if F
remains the same. The current methodolory used by the Groundfish PDT and the NEFMC SSC
already incorporates an inc¡ease in catch for underages that occur in the preceding year.

ColCî+t =Zâ="ffiN",t+r(7-e-Fo,t,'-u¡ Wa (7)

The increase in catch that would be allowed when the overall catch is below that projected,
compensates for the undetagê but does not address sector specific issues.

To account for the fact that overall underages are already included in the estimated harvest limits
for year t+l (i.e., Eq. 7) the maximum carryover policy could be expressed as the difference
between Eq. 7 and 6 such that

max*Co/o _ ^c_(ci+t_cò (S)
Cô

Application ofEq. 8 implies that the harvest carryover cannot exceed that which would result in
overfishing less the increment in yield that would occur when the underharvest ofcatch in year t
results in an inc¡ease in harvest in year t+l when FA¡c is applied.

The maximum carryover was obtained by maximizing ÂC in Eq. 5 and 6 using SOLVER in
Excel. In percentage terms, let -ÂC/Co xl00 represent the percentage reduction in year t in Eq. 5.
The percentage gain in year t+l is just ÂC/Cobut is it important to note that the expected catches

inyeart+l toyeartis(Co+^Cy(Co-^C).Evenamodestcarryoverofsay20% (1.2/0.8)implies
a 50% increase in landings between years t and t+l. A carryover of 30% implies an 86% increase
in between year landings (i.e., (1+0.3y(1-0.3):1.86)

Another important aspect ofcarryovers is that Co is a function ofthe baseline harvest policy and
the F,., proxy. A fishing mortality rate designed to create a large buffer between C1 given F,,,
(denoted as QlF,rr) and C¡lF¿ç¡ will allow a greater carry over that a hanest policy with a
smalle¡ buffer between the ACL and OFL. This would all be elønørtary if it was gørerally

possible to know what the true relation between the targeted F and the realized F for any given
year. Ifthe buffer is actually closer to the OFL than the analysts suspects then the carryover
should be smalle¡ to account for potential for unrecognized overfishing. For stocks that exhibit
strong retrospective patterns this is a primary source ofuncertainty.

This limit depends on the relationship between the equilibrium Fabc and the Fmsy proxy. When
the values are close lFabc-Fmsyl< e, then the fraction that can be transferred becomes
progressively smaller. A candidate operating rule for allowing an incranent in yield is given
below:

Maximum Carryover in year t= Min (%oloss in year tl, %ogain in year t+ I ),
if oÁloss in year t <0,

= zero, otherwise

Appllcation to Specilic Stocks

Seven stocks were examined in detail. These included GOM cod, Georges Bank haddock, witch
flounder, American plaice, white hake, Southem New England yellowtail flounder and Cape
Cod/Gulf of Maine yellowtail flounder. These stocks represent a broad range of longevity and
gro\¡/th rates. Model parameters were taken from the GARM III results (NEFSC 2008). The
NEFMC SSC has set the target harvest rate at 75% ofFmsy. For the sake ofconsistenc¡ all of
the stocks weÌe examined using this policy. The analyses were conducted in Excel and
SOLVER was used to estimate the maximum carryover.

Results

The maximum carryover fraction that can be carried over on a one-for-one basis va¡ied little
among stocks (Table 1) when the target F is set ât 75% ofFmsy. Diffetences in growth rates
among siocks and fishery selectivity appeared to have little effect on carryover fraction pattem
with roughly 28 to 30%. By far the greatest contribution to the allowable carryover fraction is
the relationship betwpen FAB¿ and the F^,. When the population is actually beiig managed at a
true F that is about 90% of F6sythe maximum carq¡over o/o shows rernarkable consistency with
canyover percentages ranging between 9.4Vo anð, l0.l%.

These results, while not definitive are ihstructive as they suggest that carryovers greater than
30% would be excessive for a stock that is managed at a true F somewhere near 75% ofF.r. For
stocks that a¡e managed under a 75%F.o,, underages in year t that exceed 28-30% could be
carried over into year t+l but not proportionally. For example given an underage of50Yo inyear t
the maximum ca¡r¡¡over would be only 32%. Otherwise the realized F would exceed F.,*

Figures I to 3 illustrate the need for a stepwise carryover policy that allows fo¡ a one to one
carryover ofcatch up to a certain threshold. The threshold is relatively insensitive to differences
among species. Instead, the primary influence is the buffer between the F." or F6¡¡ and the
Ftgc. GulfofMaine cod, Georges Bank haddock and witch flounder werejudged to represent a
range oflife-history traits sufficient to reveal the expected responses ofNew England groundfish
as a whole.

The influence of the harvest policy on the magnitude of allowable carryover is examined further
in Figure 4. Applying Eq. 8 to Gulf of Maine cod, Georges Bank haddock and witch flounder
demonstmtes that the maximum carryoveÌ in year t+l is driven primarily the magnitude of the



buffer in harvest policy, expressed as a fraction of Fmsy. The magnitude of the allowable
harvest increase in year t+l increases with the buffer applied to F. Greater buffers imply lower
Fs which mean that the s¡ock size is greater such that larger fractions ofcatch can be carried over

into year t+l . Differences among species have relatively minor influence on these computations.

IF the populations are actually being harvested at an F equal to 75% ofFmsy, then it appears that

carryoveis ofabout2g/o are lasible. Ifthe harvest rate is actuaily equal to 90% ofFmsy, owing
to a biased stock size estimate (ie an underestimate biomass), then the carryover should be no

more than 10%. ln the unlikely event that the realized harvest policy was actually 50% ofFmsy
instead ofthe 75% Fmsy target then the carryover could be as high as 70% (Fig4, top line in
each species plot).

Discussion

The analyses in this report rely on the behavior ofmodeled populations in the vicinity ofan
equilibrium point defined by a given harvest policy. For most New England groundfìsh this

harvest policy is an F equal to 75/o ofFmsy. For the seven species examined, the maximum
carryover would be about 28 to 30% ifthe F were actually at 75% ofFmsy. Ifthe true F exceeds

this target, the maximum carryover that would avoid overñshing in ye¿r t+l is much smaller, on

the order of 8-9% when the true F is 90% of Fmsy. Uncertainty in the magnitude of the true F is

the primary source ofuncertainty in specifying a universal carryover policy.

Other sources of uncertainty include:

o The implications ofincreasing F for the target species also has implications for the F on
co-occurring species. For example, a liberal haddock rollover policy could increase F on

cod, which may not have been below it's quota in the previous year. Assuming that

discards are being accurately monitored, the targeted quota for haddock in the

"compensation" year might still be constrained by cod quota restrictions.
. The approach used herein does not account for nonequilibrium conditions that could be

induced by temporal variations in recruitment or fishing mortality. Time did not permit a
thorough investigation ofthe stochastic properties ofsuch populations on allowable
carryover.

. The analyses do not account for the additional uncertainty created by the carryover
policy. A much more thorough analyses ofcarryover policies by Powers and Brooks
(2008) revealed that carryover of underages can lead to poor performance of rebuilding
and management systems. They noted a number of ways in which groups can attempt to
"game" the system. Even when they made strong simplifoing and unrealistic
assumptions the ability to rebuild stocks was severely compromised by management
policies that included carryover policies.

o Incorporating uncertainty in assessments, and imprecision or bias in estimated catch, is
expected to reduce effectiveness ofpaybacldcarryover. Quantification ofthis uncertainty
is difficult but it would ultimately have some bearing on the Council's risk policy.

Any canyover policy will be executed in real time, often without suppoding evidence that the
actions are appropriate given the current state ofthe stock. Hence consideration should be given
to why the underage occurred in the first place. Ifthe populations are truly are low in abundance

then carryover policies could create an undesirable feedback loop that pushes the stock to
progressively lower levels, Poor accounting of actual removals, if it creates peÌceived

underages, would have a similar detrimental effect on populæion status. Stocks that are in
rebuilding programs would be more vulne¡able than rebuilt stocks.

There will be a large number oftechnical interactions among sectors and individual vessels.

Many ofthese interactions will require detailed accounting me-asures that presently do not exist.

Moreover there are many details to figure out for the specific case ofNE groundfìsh sector ACE.

carryover policies can be acceptable for management puposes as long as the risks are clearly

understood and appropriate management actions are taken. The highly simplified model used to
investigate the carryover policy ignores the uncertainty in the assessment, the reference points

and the regulation implementation. Analyses ofthe efficacy ofprojections suggest major

degradation of forecasting performance as the forecast period increased. All of these

uncertainties suggest that major increases in harvest carryover policies should be approached

with caution.

One final caveat for these analyses is that we have assumed that these harvest policies apply to

the population as a whole. The diversity ofbehaviors that might arise within and between sectors

has not been considered.

Raf"."o"",

Powers, J. 8., and Brooks, E. N. 2008. Penalties and rewards for over- and underages ofcatch
allocations. ICES Joumal of Marine Science, 65: l54l-1 55 1.

Northeast Fisheries Science Center. 2008. Assessment of 19 Northeast Groundfish Stocks

through 2007: Report of the 3rd Groundfish Assessment Review Meeting (GARM III), Northeast

Fisheries Science Center, Woods Holq Massachusetts, August 4-8, 2008. US Dep Commer,

NOAA Flsheries, Northeast Fish Sci Cent RefDoc.08-15;884 p + xvii.
http://www.nefsc.noaa. gov/nefsc/publications/crdi/crd0 I I 5/
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Fig. i . Illustr'atiaq of iþflue¡ce of t¡ue F in relâtlon to Fmsy on th€ max¡ um ealryovõr
petceatage for Gulf qfMaine cod. )Gaxis is the underharvest frâetion in ye4r ¡; Y-axis is ths
caryover p€rcentagq iq yeart+1. 'lhe lower green line in each plot repræe¡¡ts lhe expeçtçd

increasq in çatch above the baselinc equilibrium when F=Fe¡a in ysar f+ 1. The upper redline

rÊpresents the maximum e¿rryover that would be allowed when F-F*riu year i+l. The blaçk
solid line represents a compl€r( control ¡ule that allows a onç fb¡ one sarj/syer bet$¡e€n yea¡ t
and t+ I up to the point at which F exceeds [n*. Three separate se er¡arios are considered in whieh

the true F is set at7SYo,50o/o or 900/o ofF."r.
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Fig.2. Illustration ofinfluence oftrue F iu relation to Fmsy on the maximum carryover
percentaç for Georges Bank haddock X-axis is the underharvest fraction in year t; Y-axis is the
car4yover percentage in year t+ I . The lower green line in each plot represents the expected

inc¡çase in catch above the bas€line equtlibrium whør F:F6ç in year t+ I . The upper redline
represents the mar(imum carryover that would be allowed when F=Fm¡y in year t+ 1 . The black
solid line represents a complex control rule that allows a one for one carrj¡over between year t
and t+l up to the point at which F exceeds Fü). Three separate scena¡ios are considered in ¡rhich
the true. F is set at75%ø, 50o/o ot 90% of Fr*
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GOM cod: Mã lnmer¡t Câryovtr g¡veo Atematfue %Frey

Fig. 3. Illustration ofinfluence oftue F in rel¿tion tct Fmsy on the r¡axirnum carryover
percentage for witch flounder. X-axis is the underharvest fraction in year t; Y-axis is the

carryover percentage in year t+i. The lower green line in r:ach plot represents the expected

increase in catch abov€ the baseline equilibrium whea F:F,qBc in yeæ t+ I . The upper redline
represents the max;rnum carryover that would be allowed when F=Fut in year t+ I . The black

solid line represents a conrplex control rule thal allows a one for one carryover bôtwe€n year t
and t+ I up to the point ¿t which F exceeds F,*. Three separate scenarios. are conside¡od in which

rhÊ ûue F is set at 75%,50% or 90% of F^,
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Fig. 4. Maximum percent increase in 

',car 

t+1, E çressed as the difference b€twe€û â p€rcetrt
increase based on an F¡s, uprper limit in ye¿n t+l læs an upper limit b¡sed on an F¡ss harvæt
policy in year t vcrsw the percent u[d€fharvest ín ]'ear t. See Eq. 8 for computæional details.
Results illustrate that the maximum carryover in year t+l is driven primarily the magnitude of
the buffer in harvest policy expressed æ a fraction of Fmsy. The rragnitude of the allowable
harvest increase in year t+l increases with the buftr in F. Greater buffers imply tower Fs which
mean that the stock sizc is greatet zuch that larger ftactions ofcatch can be ca¡ded over into yer
t+l . Differonces among species have relatively minor influence on these computations.
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UN¡TED S¡TATES¡ ETEPAFITMENT OF GOMMEFICE
National Etceanic and Atmospheric Administnation
NATIONAL MAFìINE FISHEFìIES SEFVICE
1315 Eêst-West Highway
S¡lven Spnlng, Manylênd AOSl O

THE DIFIECTOFì

Newburypoft, MA ,trëf

DearMr. cunn(tu ,

/
Thank yoo 6, your letter regarding Amendment 1B to consider accumulation limits and fleet

diversity in the Northeast grãrrndn-sn fishery. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration's National Marine Fisheries Service OIMFS) is committed to working with the

New England Fishery Management Council (Councii) on this amendment as one of a suite of

actions to support fishing community sustainàbility, a guiding principle in the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration catch share policy'

We recognize this will be a challenging issue for the Council and NMFS to tackle together given

the demands of other priority actioÃ und th. concelns that have been expressed with respect to

accumulation limits and fleet diversity. 
'We have heard from those who support and those who

do not support the implementation olsuch limits. As we mòve forward it will be critical to

engage with as many members of industry as possible to formulate how to address this complex

issue. We recogn r"L th" Gulf of Maine cod stòck assessment and resulting changes in

management measures, if needed, could significantly influence the purchase and sale of permits

in the groundfish fisherY'

NMFS is facing significant reductions to its fiscal year 2012 budget, including funding for catch

share programs. However, we consider Amendment 18 to be of paramount importance in

establishing an appropriaté level of fleet diversity and therefore wo are committed to advancing

the amendment and witt provide leadership and technical assistance within existing resoutces to

address the tasks the Council identifies as necessary'

Mr. C.M. Cunningham, Jr.

Chairman
New England Fishery Management Council

50 Water Street

Printed on Recycled PaPer

¿tl .

We look forward to working with the Council

you have fuither questions, please contact the

Fisheries Division at (97 8) 281 -9I3 5 .

on the priority actions it has identihed for 2012' If
NMFS Northeast Regional Office, Sustainable

THE ASSISTANT ADMINISTFATOFì
FOFì FISHEFIES

m 
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D
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MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
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New England Fishery Management Council
soryATERsTREET | rueweunvRoRT,MAssAcHUsETTsolg5o I PHoNE9784650492 | FAX9784653116

C.M. "Rip" Cunningham, h.,Chainnan I Paul J. Horvard, Executive Di,'ec!ôr

November 28,2011

Mr. Eric Schwaab
Assistant Administrator for Fisheries

National Marine Fisheries Service

1315 East-West Highway
Room 14636
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Eric:

The Council recently decided on its priority issues and tasks for 2012. One particular issue led to a

realization that the Council requires a special effort by NOAA Fisheries to actually accomplish a difficult

and important catch-share related task in 2012: making substantial progress on an amendment to consider

accumulation limits and fleet diversity (Amendment t8). This letter is the Council's formal request for a

NOAA Fisheries' initiative to assist with the pfogress of that amenclment.

Groundfish continues to demand our attention, especially catch-share management and ways to improve

the industry's financial condition by providing more opportunity to achieve optimum yield from allocated

stocks. The Council decided to: (l) coordinate action on the habitat omnibus amendment to include

possible modifications of the groundfish closed areas; (2) prepare a framework action to adjust sector

iules based on lessons learned fiom the October 2011 Sector Workshop, e.g., OY, is not being caught and

measules should be developed to achieve OY, and increase the 10% quota rollover provision in response

to the Regional Administrator's June 20,2011 letter; (3) prepare a framewotk to respond to new

assessment information for nine stocks; (4) develop options to move unused ACE between

scallop/groundfish fleets and between groundfish commercial and recreational fleets; and (5) continue

Amendment l8 to consider fleet diversity and accumulation caps.

Recognizing the demand on our time, funding, and staff tesoutces to accomplish all these tasks and

NOAÂ Fishiries' intent to constructively advance catch-share plograms and initiatives, the Council

decided to reference the NOAA Catch Share Policy and, accordingly, to ask for your assistance. The

following motion was made and adopted:

"Consistent with (l) NOAA's catch share policy to 'support the design, implementation, and

monitoring of catch share progrqms' to ensure these prog'ams have the highest likelihood of
s1tccess and (2) the NMFS commitment to workwith the Council to qddress the problem of
indivichtal permit holders acquiring excessive control of fishing privileges (Amendment I6final
rule), the Òomcil requests NOAA Fisheries provide leadership, technical assistance, andfunding

to rechrce adminisÍrative and organizational impediments far the development of Amenclment I8
dealing v,ith fleet diversity and consolidation issues' "
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Without added resources we suspect this amendment will have little chance of being completed in a
timely way and consistent with NOAA's Catch Share Policy.

The Council fully appreciates the many demands on NOAA Fisheries. Nevertheless, we know resources
can be marshaled when there is an urgent need, and we believe that need exists because without
addressing what currently may be unrestrained opportunities for consolidation and acquisition of
'oexcessive" shares, we - and NOAA - could find ourselves violating the carefully crafted Catch Share
Policy.

The need to address this could be made even more urgent if the ongoing GOM cod assessment finds a
dramatic change in stock. The likely result will be action in20l2 to severely curtail the GOM cod. The
Gulf of Maine groundfish fishery relies on cod and groundfish businesses in this area could be devastated.
More fishermen could be without options except to sell their permits or lease away their low allocations
and switch to other non-groundfish fisheries, if they have the necessary permits. This is not the outcome
the Council or NOAA Fisheries wants for 2012. Therefore, it is paramount for us to have an added
NOAA Fisheries commitment to assist and work with the Council to address your policy and the
Council's objectives for implementing accumulation limits and maintaining fleet diversity. While we have
not yet identified the exact tasks and timing that would be of greatest assistance, we felt it was important
to convey this request for collaboration and assistance as we continue to develop this action.

We look forward to discussing our request with you at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely,

tß*rø^7
C.M.'Rip' Cunningham, Jr.
Chairman
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91 FAIRVIEW AVE
PORSTMOUTH NH 03801

January 18,2012

New England Fishery Management Council
50 Wate¡ Sheet, Mill 2

Newburyport, MA 01950

Phone: (918)4654492
*ax: (978) 4ó5-3116

SURIICT: 53d Northeast Regional Stock Ässessment TVorkshop (SÄril SSy S$i{,t ssessment Revicw

Committee(SARc)t[eering. tOOXnIOnfALnYcOMCOD il: li ,ri',"i i : ¿,1.]

NEW ä 1.¡.;,1-¡.ì\, i¡ --lsþl IÊy
MANAGTI.lirll' couNcL J

Dear NEFMC CouncilMembers & SSC Members;

The NEHFA represents a small group of Commercial Fishermen with the Limited AccÊss Handgear (HA)

Permits, employing the use Rod and Reel or Hand lines to catcfr Cod, Haddock and Pollock along wih small

quantities crf other regulated and non+egulated marine fsh. Our group takes great pride in the fact that we use

traditionalfìshing methods that have been used for generations. Our numbers are low as is the quantity of fish

we catcfr. Our method of fishing has þeen mostly replaced by modem fishing methods. We silbbornly employ

the use of Hardçar because we finnly believe it is the most environmentally friendly method of commercial

fishing.

We wish to provide our years of on the water cod fishing experience to hopefully conrect what our group feels is
a flaw in the assessment process. Specifically wiür regard to the Discard Mortaläy of GOM cod. The results of
the Stock Assessment Working Group Data Meeting came to the conclusion that the discard mortality of GOM
cod wlll be 100% for Handline (commercial and recreational), They c€me to this condusion overwhat appeared
to be much debats, We firmly believe that thiE number for Handline jigged cod is 100% wrong. We believe that

the actual discard mortality to be around 510% for this gear. We provide the following reasons:

1. "survival of Discarded Sublegal Atlantic Cod in the Northwest Atlantic Demersal Longlire Fishery''
Norlh American Joumal of Fisheries Management 29:985-995, 2009 is the best available science on

this topic and should be used as a primary reference for the assessment. Figure 2 clearly shows the
survival of sub legal jigged cod is at approximately 90% for the cold water tempemtures usually found
in tlre GOM. Although "dead weak or injured fish' were not included in the stttdy tle percentage d cod
jiggÞd that would fall into this category would be very small. Most cod are caught in the mouth lvhen
jigged end only a small area where the hook penetrates is where the fsh would be harmed. This study
backs up our experienæ and states "Because only healthy jígged fish were selected, the calculated

survival rate is for these fish only and does not take into account those that died and were discarded.
That said, it was rare to discard iiooed fish. as most of them were viqorous wlren caotured and
beficre caging. Regrettably, the number of jigged fieh that were discarded was not recorded",

NORTHEAST HOOK FISHERMAN'S
ASSOG¡ATION
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2. Tlìe StockAssessmentWorking Group reviewed various studies end hypnotized howtlæy mây b€
flawed. We disagæe with almost all of their assumptions made to invalidate the results of tl're various
studies available. We will address each of he assumptions below

a) HandlÍngt Gommercial cod jig fishermen typícally use J style de-lrookers, The cod is quickly
unlpoked and released over üre side in one quick motion. The cod is þkxlþ not handfed
since the jig is held with one hand and the deåooker in the other. The whole pnocess takes
split seconds and no slime is removed nor does he fish ever toudr the deck

b, lmpacfs on growflt due to rúuced feed/Íng abílÍly. This would be insigniÍrøtt co{ìoeî.
Cod are voracious pedators and will not be detened from fteding. Severalcod tæging
studies for cod caught in the GOM have shoÀâm that cod continue to grow nsrnally afrer
captured and released. The smallwound from a fish lrookwould very ouid<ly leal.

c) Whúter ptedator awidance trras comprcmM ar ptedator expos¡¡re ¡ras incrêasd sf
release tÍme þirds, mammals, other fìsh predaforsl: Cod arê essent¡ally the chief predator
for most of the year in tlæ GOM. \Mren they are found in ahlndance in the çring and early
summer the only predator would be fre porbegal'shark. Since porbegal shÊrks are nol
common, the interadion between a recently released cod and tl¡ese sharks would be
extremely rare. Blue sharks are another potential predator (in the summer) but like porbegâl
sh¿rks the interadion would also be very rare for a recently released cod. As far as any other
predators (Birds, mâmmals, etc.)these interadions would be de minimus, Spiny Dogfish
usually appear in lhe GOM in July añer the majøity of ûre spnng cod lrave moved on'with fre
baitfish. Spiny dogtfish do not normally pey on sub legal cod sf tlîe size trat are t¡rpically
ca4ht by jigg¡ng, Again any interaction befi,veen spiny dogfish and sub legel cod wlren using
Handlines would be de minimus.

d) olt wæ noþd that studies wherc ñsh werc hdd în cagns fo evalaate sulìval æuld be
biased eîfrrcrhìgh or bw. On the onehand, betng held fn a cage rúucese4os{r¡e fo
prúation, whlch vwuld ìnflate esfrmatæ of su¡vfual. On the other hand, the cage couW
lndøce sfress, &mage to llsh fmm contact with the cage, and even nrcrÞlity due to
ænnìMlistn-all þctots thal could polentlally ìncìææ motâlît1re',: We do not þelieve
the cages in the various str¡dies protected he cod fom predation due to he lorp interadion
betwêen the cod and predatos as mentioned aþove. We do believe there cor¡ld be some
increased mortality wlren the cod are kept in caæs after being caught, Th fish is stress€d
from being nâught ard then placed into a cage potentially causirg more stress sincê the fish
canl seek its preftned depth or temperature to recover naturally.

The Stock Assessment Working Group failed to adeqr.rately mnsider lhe "Activity and distribution of cod
in the lpswidr Bay spauming erea" Norlhæst Oonsort¡um 2005, Althowh this study did not dealwith
releasa mortality it should be noted üat he cod for tfe study were car¡ght using a farill. The fish were
sedated, operated on to insert DST tags, and released. Even wiûr tre stress Encountered durirg this
study, tlæ recapture ratB was 15.5% and sorne cod traveled 48km wih some rocâptures 757 days
later. I personally participated in this Sudy and lwas quite amazed with fre abilityfo cod to recover
frorn tlæ process of inserling a DST tag into he belly of üre fish. By obeervation one can inËr this
prccess wordd be muEh nroß strussftll on a cod then catching cod uslng Handlínee.

Tle StockAsssssment Working Group failed to adequately review tfìe various taæing s{tdies for GOM
cod such as the "Northeast Regional Cod Tagging nrograri lNnCtP)'and otrerõClagging stlrdies
thet may have used handlines to tag cod. There may be a wealth of information tl.et can be obtained
by reviewing the percentæe of cod tagged that were retum€d using handlines. lt should be obvious
that if a cod wâs tagged, trawled many miles and was recaptured years later tfrat it is not logical to
assume 100% discard mortality, Hotrcan a successfr¡l cod tagglng stutly be poasible if they atl
die der being caught?
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The members of the NEHFA are asking you to fully rejed the 100oó discard mortality values used icr
commercially caught cod using handlines and I would suspec{ that tre 100% discard mortality for recreationally
caught cod is also an inappropriate value. Accepting the 1000ó discard mortality of hook and line caught cod
flies in the faoe of conservation. We request that you ask üre working group to go back and fy aæin. This time
it is suggested that experience handline fisitermen should have a seat at the table as I member so the¡r
experienoe and wealth of real kno¡vledge can utilized to hopefulty to produce a GOM cod assessment thal can
be accepted by ell. This is a verv sionfñcant issue with the introduc{ion of catch shares fishery Management
The implications are that the NMFS may use the 1@% discard mortality and quotas may be cut in hatf. !
would be absolutelv wronq to aEsume everv cod that is cauoht bv psins a handline ends uo dead.
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Respectfully,

,l:V¿--p-t-r.mfu
Marc Sbttner

NEHFA MEMBERS: Christopher DiPílato, Paul Hoffman, Hilary Dombrcwski, Scotl Rice, Ed Snell,
Marc Sletlner

tf you arc a holder of a groundñsh HA permit and wish to join tlÊ NEHFA, flease contacl the NEHFA al the ddress aþove,
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January 17,2012

mu,ïï],ï,u D

NEN'ENGLAND FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

Capt. Paul J. Howard
Executive Director
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street
Newburyport, MA 01950

Dear Paul:

Enclosure

,t'Yo'o
t.ffir

Thank you for your letter of January 11 requesting the Center to review the document prepared
by Mr. David Goethel on the SARC 53 Gulf of Maine cod assessment. My staffhas reviewed
this document, and enclosed are our comments for consideration by the SdC at its January 25
meeting.

If you have any questions, please contact me.

Sincerely4

!fln*
William A. Karp, Ph.D.
Acting Science and Research Director

',ffi





2010 Gulf of Maine Cod Working Group Assessment Notes

The following notes were prepared by NOAA's Northeast Fisheries Science Center at the request of the New

England Fishery Management Council to assist its Scientific and Statistical Committee in reviewing the recent

assessment of Gulf of Maine cod. The issues addressed were raised by a council member in written form, and

that document will also be considered by the Scientific and Statistical Committee.

Bioloev

c Stock identification is incorrect for cod in New Englond

Tagging evidence suggests that cod stock boundaries should be separated into: eostern Gulf of
Maine-Eastern Georges Bank, and western Gulf of Maine-Cope Cod-Southern New England.

lnformation regording stock structure and discussions regarding proper stock boundaries were

explicitly avoided during the assessment meetings for Gulf of Moine cod even though the current

boundaries øre highly questionable in light of the last decade of scientific reseorch.

Reconsidering cod stock boundaries requires a comprehensive evaluation for all stock components

and available information, including any new tagging data, rather than one component in isolation.

This kind of review is beyond the normal SAWSARC benchmark assessment process, and was not a

term of reference for the SARC 53 Gulf of Maine cod assessment. Reconsideration of boundaries

also affects management measures that are based on them, such as annual allocations of cod to the

fishery, and fishery data collection and monitoring requirements. This kind of thorough biological

and management review is best conducted in collaboration with Canadians and all stakeholders well

in advance of any benchmark assessment for a single stock.

tt is widely believed that the recent exponsion of cod into Southern New England (a region with

historically low cod abundance in recent decades) is due to o 'spillover' migration effect of cod from
the Gulf of Maine. This suggests that the Gulf of Maine cod stock is octuolly expanding and

controdicts the stock controction hypothesis being presented by NEFSC.

Based on NEFSC survey data for cod, the contraction of cod to the western Gulf of Maine is a statement of fact.

Within the Gulf of Maine region cod do not exhibit a wide spatial distribution as they did prior to 1980; cod are

not showing up in areas where they have been historically plentiful (cenÜal and eastern Gulf of Maine). We are

aware that fishermen are reporting cod in high densities in certain areas of southern New England. However,

preliminary explorations of biomass trends in the southern New England waters suggests that overall biomass in

these areas has declined over the past forty years with little to no evidence of recent increases (more details on

these analyses are presented later). Such trends would appear to run counter to a 'spillover' hypothesis.



. The length-weight relotion and cotch weight-at-oge matrix ore unreliable
o The length-weight relotion is based on survey catch ond not on the commerciol catch

The rationale for how the length-weight relationship was derived was provided on page 15 of SARC

53 WP#1:

"Currently in the Northeost Reg¡on, fishery surveys ore the only source of individual tength-weight
sampling."

Had other sources of individual lengths and weights been available and presented during the Gulf of
Maine Cod Data Meeting, these could have been evaluated and compared to the LW relationships
generated from the survey data. The length-weight relationship is used not only to estimate catch
weights, but to also derive spawning and stock weights. lt is more appropriate to use a survey-based
length-weight relationship to derive spawning and stock weights to avoid bias caused any size-at-
age selectivity associated with gears used in the fishery.

o Catch weight-ot-oge motrix is overaged over the recreational and commerciatfisheries ond over
discard ond landed catch

' This octs to blur the signols in the cotch because the weight of recreotionatty caught fish are
lower thon thot of commercial fish thereby decreosing the weight of 'caught' fish in the
model

This is precisely why the weights-at-age used in the previous (2008) assessment were biased high;
the previous assessment did not fully account for the lighter f¡sh-at-age that characterize the discard
component of the catch. An average weight-at-age from all catch sources is the correct method to
estimate true catch weights-at-age. Additionally, the average weights-at-age were not simple
arithmetic averages across all catch sources, but rather were weighted proportionally by the
numbers in each of the catch sources. A numbers-weighted average approach preserves the
proportional contribution of each catch source to the weight-at-age. This is clearly documented on
page 28 of SARC 53 WP#l:

"Mean catch weights-at-age were est¡mated by using a numbers weighted average of the individual
catch component's mean weight-at-age."

c There is an opparent under-sompling of older fish in the cotch-ot-age, which gives the appeorance of a
truncated oge-structure and increased F-ot-age

The basis or evidence for this statement is not clear. Sampling coverage rates, by market category
(Table A.L0), reveal a nearly 10-fold increase in sampling coverage since the 1990s. Moreover, in

recent years, the number of length samples of "large" cod has often exceeded the number of
samples of "market" size cod.



Observer samples do not accurotely reflect the actuol cotch, perhops due to focusing on measuring

smoller discarded fish.

The available data do not support this statement. As an example, the figure depicts the length

frequency distribution of Gulf of Maine cod discarded by the otter trawl fleet in 2008, based on two
types of length frequency samples taken by observers: the blue line represents the length frequency

distribution when all discarded cod in a particular tow were measured (n=2,305 lengths); the red

line represents the length frequency distribution when only a fraction of the discarded cod could be

measured (n=1,67L lengths) (and the black line is the combined length frequency distribution using

all the sampling data). Partial sampling occurs when an observer cannot measure the entire catch

due to time constraints, or the volume of discards is so great that a representative subsample is

taken to adequately characterize the size distribution of the catch. lf observers preferentially

measured small fish in the discards when they sampled only a subset of the fish, the red line should

be shifted to the left. However, it is not. The length frequencies from the two types of samples are

nearly identical indicating that when observers take subsamples, they do so in a manner that
provides an accurate representation of the length composition of the catch.
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Lorge, older fish ore not being properly sampled and this has led to o lock of old (age-7+)fish being

'seent.

Assuming that this refers to observer catch samples, the available data do not support this

statement. As most older cod are the larger cod that are typically retained and landed, the analysis

shown above for discarded cod was repeated, except using the observed length frequencies of the

retained catch (year=ZO0g, gear=otter trawl). ln the figure below, the blue line is the length

frequency distribution when all retained cod in a particular tow were measured (n=1,923 lengths),

and the red line is the length frequency distribution when only a fraction of the retained cod could

be measured (n=3,69L lengths). Again, the length frequency distributions are nearly identical

implying that all lengths (and ages) are representatively sampled.
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Very few otoliths of fish greater than oge -7 ore being token during surveys (which is used for
dete rm i n i ng the le n gth-we ig ht e q uati on ).

Large cod taken in the survey have the same sampling intensity as any other size group of cod. The

survey samples otoliths in proportion to the length composition of the survey catches. The sampling
protocol for cod on surveys throughout most of the assessment time series has been to obtain 3

otolith samples per 3 cm length frequency interval.
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tt is tikety thot port samples of cod otoliths ore also biosed towords smaller fish (reported somples

are divided by market cotegory ond not age; it is likely that samplers are toking a maiority of otoliths

from smoller fish within eoch market category and sompling at times of yeor ond ports where large

fish are not being landed, thereby violating the rondom stratified sompling design).

The basis for this statement is not presented. Table A.10 in the assessment report shows the

thoroughness of the sampling effort with respect to market categories and seasonal sampling. This

table also indicates that substantial improvements have occurred in commercial sampling efforts

during the past L0 years.

o tJse of externol doto sources coutd hetp to verify oge-structure information (e.9., geor studies ond

tagging studies thot hove informotion on dge or length structure could be used os an exploratory

check).

Agreed. However, no validation data were brought forward for consideration by the Data Working

Group

The oge-g+ formulation is invalid ond underutilizes the flexibility of the Age-Structured Assessment Program

(ASAP) fromework.

It is unclear how use of an age 9* group underutilizes the flexibility of the ASAP framework, or why the age

9+ formulation is thought to be "invalid". Clearly, considerable uncertainty exists in the catch-at-age beyond

age 9, and even at younger ages earlier in the assessment time period (see Table 4.14 in SARC 53 WP#1).

More importantly, for 13 years in the time period covered in the assessment, no fish older than 11 years old

occurred in the catch samples. Moving the plus age group beyond age 9 was explored in several of the ASAP

sensitivity runs, as well as in the base VPA model examined by the Models Working Group and the SARC

Panel. Models with extended age structure produced highly uncertain estimates of selectivity on the older

ages, and did not alter the perception of the resource.

o The length-weight relation clearly shows thot fish continue to grow post age-16, yet the age-

structure used impticitly assumes no growth ofter oge-9 by assuming o plus group at this age and an

ossociated overoge weight of fish in this group.

t Considering cod's obitity to put on significant weight after oge-9, this formulation inherently

underestimafes SSB ond biomass if even o few older fish survive out to ages greoter than

age-9

The mean weight-at-age of the age 9* group is neither the weight-at-age of the age 9 fish,

nor a straight average of the age 9 - 11* fish. lt is a numbers-weighted average of all age

groups included in the plus group, and thus explicitly accounts for growth of fish out to the

maximum age in the catch in any given year. This is illustrated by examining Table 4.40 in

SARC 53 WP#]..



constont notura I mortality (M =0. 2) ossum ption is biotog icat ty u n realistic
o This estimote is based on o maximum oge of 75-77 yeors, yet the length-weight retotion indicates

cod continue growing post this oge so it seems untikety that the fish would [not] continue to grow up
untilthe maximum age.

See the previous response with regard to growth. The use of M=0.2 in the assessment is not based
on a maximum age of L5-L7 years. M=0.2 is the precedent used in previous Gulf of Maine cod
assessments. This assumption was reviewed as part of the SARC 53 benchmark assessment and
evaluated using meta-analyses to determine the validity of this assumption. The Working Group
examined alternate values of M that were based on a suite of life history parameters, such as
maximum observed age, growth, and energy allocation strategies. All approaches suggested that the
assumption of M=0.2 remained appropriate for this stock (that is, it is biologically realistic).

o Additionolly, chonges in the ecosystem over the tost 3 decodes would ind¡cate the necessity for o
time-vørying notural mortality rate ond also an oge-varying natural mortatity

Juveniles are well documented to inhabit different hobitats from odults and predation is

much heavier on juveniles (e.9., seal and dog fish predation)
Lock of 2007 year closs recruiting to fishery as predicted in GARM ttt might be an indication
of high predation on age-7 fish meoning a higher M is supported for juvenite cod.

It is assumed that the statement above refers to the 2005 year class, not the 2OO7 year
class. These types of ecosystem issues were discussed by the working Group, but no
empirical evidence (i.e., data) was available to support or evaluate their validity. An
additional hypothesis, other than predation, variable/different natural mortality, or
sampling anomalies (i.e. the cohort was never really that large), is unreported discarding of
undersized fish. Unfortunately, there are no data to evaluate this hypothesis either.

Catch

o Observed cotch is split by recreotional/commerciat ond londed/discarded but modets fitted to these more
'complex' dato sets were deemed too unstable ond showed results "similar to the simple (tumped cotch)
model"

o Although the model might be more statisticolly stable, it is much tess biotogicatty reotistic due to the
severe differences in selectivity and weight of the commercial and recreotionol catch.

While biological realism in any model is a desired goal, model stability is critical if the sensitivity of
the model to alternate assumpt¡ons is to be explored. The flexibility to perform these types of
sensitivity runs is precisely why the more complex models were abandoned; they did not provide
the stability that would allow a full exploration of model sensitivity to alternate assumptions.
Nonetheless, the results from the more complex model configurations were very similar to the final
BASE model put forward at the SARC. These results support the robustness of the BASE model



output and indicate that the catch and weight components were aggregated in a technically

appropriate way.

o Tradeoffs between biologicol realism ond statistical ossumptions must be made, however this

ossessment always errs on the side of stotistics instead of octuol, proven biology.

The basis for this statement is unclear and not supported. The assessment modeling process placed

a premium on making objective evidence (including biological data and all statistical and modeling

assumptions) available for examination and comment by all.

o Fishery selectivity was broken down into two time blocks (pre and post 1991) based on stotistical fit, yet no

mqnqgement actions or fishery changes support this choice.

This statement is not correct. The decision about where to split the two selectivity blocks was informed by

the major changes that occurred in the fishery during the early 1990s. This is clearly documented on page 37

of SARC 53 WP#1:

"An qdditional selectivity block was introduced beginning in 7989 and several intermediote models

were run exploring splits from 1989 to 1994. The period from 7989 to 7994 encompassed major

chonges in doto availobility, reporting sources and fisheries monogement. The model with the

1990/91 split had the lowest objective function ond offered improved fit to the age composition in

the way of the reduced residuol potterning."

o Due to lumping of fishery catch ocross recreational ond commercial fleets it is impossible to gain any

biological insight into what the estimated selectivity patterns indicate (i.e., is one fleet fishing more heavily

on older fish, etc...) ond it is impossible to determine the individual effects of eoch fleet (i.e., is the Íish¡ng
mortality greater from the recreationol or commerciol component, which is an importont facet when

determining possible future manogement scenorios)

o This is onother indicotion thot degrodotion of the data in order to simply increose statistical fit at the

cost of biologicol insight is inappropriate

Model configurations that split the catch into individual components were explored as documented

in SARC 53 WP#1 (page 36-37), and had very little impact on the overall assessment results. These

earlier models had severe diagnostic problems and did not fit the data very well (e.g. consistent

overestimation/underestimation of some catch inputs). A model with a poor statistical fit raises

serious concerns about how accurately it is interpreting the data, and whether such a model

presents a solid framework on which to base management advice. Models with poor statistical fits

are almost invariably rejected by peer-review panels.

Furthermore, stability is desirable in terms of reducing retrospective patterns. The BASE model has

a much more stable basis and a reduced retrospective error compared to alternative, more complex

model configurations.



. Mor¡ne Recreationsl Fishery Stotistic Survey (MRFSS) dats is used to est¡mate recreational cotch-ot-oge by
imputation bosed on MRFSS estimates of numbers cought ot length and applying the NEFSC survey tength-
weight equations

o Uncertainty in MRFSS doto is well known and estimates in recent yeors counter doto from other
sources ond common sense

' Vesseltrip reports (WR)from recreotionol head boots indicate catch est¡mates 75% lower
thon MRFSS data.

VTR data are only collected from federally permitted vessels. On average, 55% of the
recreational catch comes from private vessels with no VTR reporting requirements (SARC

WP#1, Table 4.25). Additionally, the VTR data provide almost no information on the
magnitude of recreationa I discards.

' lt is difficult to believe thot recreational vessels accounted for the same level of catch
(*5500mt) os commercialvessels in 20i.0.

There is uncertainty in the MRFSS numbers, particularly the 2010 estimate, and this is noted
in the assessment (page 26 of SARC 53 WP#l). Preliminary MRIP numbers (which were not

available at the time of the assessment) suggest that rereational catch may be less than the
MRFSS estimate. Sensitivity of the ASAP modelto lower est¡mates of recreational catch have

been conducted and -while the modeling results are similar-the net effect is that the
MRIP-adjusted ASAP run estimate of the 2010 spawning stock biomass (11,033 mt) is lower
relative to the estimate from the base ASAP model (11,868 mt).

o This is the first time that recreational discord levels hove been included in the ossessment, however estimates
ore basicolly guesses with extremely high and ever increasing levels (-2300mt in 2010).

Recreational discards have been reported in previous assessments, but never formally incorporated into the
assessment model. The inclusion of allfishery catch components in the updated assessment represents an

improvement over past assessments. Estimates of recreational discards are about as certain as type 81

recreational landings. Type B1 landings have been included in previous assessments and, over the course of
the assessment period, typically have accounted for more than half of the recreational landings.

o Discard mortqlity is assumed 700% for all fisheries becouse the literature does not provide o comprehensive

estimate of mortality rotes for all gear type and seasonol combinations

o Most literoture proves that discard mortal¡ty is less thon 700%, which considering levels of assumed

discard rates could provide substantial sources of biomass that ore being falsely occounted as

mortolity within the model, yet no sensitivity runs were undertaken to look at the affect of the
assumed discard mortolity rote.

Mortality estimates provided in the literature typically only consider short term survival (<72 hours)

in the absence of post-release predation. There is work to suggest that short-term survival may

underestimate true post-capture mortality by as much as 5O%. Additionally, literature studies

indicate a compromised ability of discarded fish to avoid predators post-release (e.9., inability to



dive due to swelling of the air bladder, decreased schooling ability, compromised swimming ability,

and fatigue). Although it is reasonable to assume that some fraction of the discarded fish survives,

the literature available is insufficient to accurately quantify the extent of this survival. While

sensitivity runs evaluating alternate assumptions of discard mortality were not explicitly performed

as part of the SARC 53 (the VPA bridge building process allowed some evaluation of the impacts),

subsequent sensitivity runs have been conducted. The net impact of assuming lower discard

mortality lowers estimates of both spawning stock biomass and fishing mortality. Even under an

assumption of 0% discard mortality, the Gulf of Maine cod stock remains overfished (virtually no

change in 2010 SSB) and overfishing is still occurring at a fishing mortal¡ty rate 3 times higher than

FvsY.

Survevs

o lnshore strato of the NEFSC surveys were excluded from the assessment due to incons¡stent sampling

even though they provide indications of higher age-} to 2 indices of abundonce.

lnshore survey data were not used because the inshore areas have been inconsistently sampled.

Therefore inclusion of these data would add noise, rather than a signal, to the age 0-2 survey indices

used in the assessment. Had the survey captured more age 0-2 fish, recruitment estimates would not

necessarily have been have been higher. The model estimates a selectivity ogive for each survey that

provides information on the relative selectivity by age in that survey. Had inshore indices been included,

this would likely have resulted in higher selectivity-at-age for the NEFSC survey similar to that observed

for the MADMF survey. The higher selectivity would have generated the same basic age 0-2 signal in the

survey, as observed in the offshore survey data. The best surveys are those that provide precise

estimates of population trend, regardless of scale. Higher, but more variable indices degrade the

performance of a model and decrease the likelihood of a model providing accurate results.

o Massachusetts Division of Morine Fisheries (MADMF) surveys are the only reliable estimators of iuvenile

fish obundance because they survey inshore juvenile habitat, however they ore consistently down

weighted ond the MADMF foll survey was completely removed from the final model.

The MADMF sprins survev data were not down-weighted. The MADMF spring survey was given the

same treatment as the two NMFS surveys. The MADMF fall survey was removed from the final model

because: (a) this survey primarily catches only age 0 and L fish, and catches of these age groups are

highly variable and have been shown to be poor indicators of incoming recruitment (see Fig. 4.102 in

SARC 53 WP#l); and (b) the removal of the MADMF fall survey did not affect the assessment results.



. Surveys supposedly cover oll oreas oÍ mojor cod catch ond occurotely represent abundonce trends, yet
years with high cotch rates ore consistently considered outliers.

The last phrase in this statement is not correct. Years with high catch rates are NOT considered outliers.
The ASAP model uses all data, both high and low survey indices, and uses the information contained in

the survey data itself (estimates of precision) to determine how well to fit any given year of survey data.

o Over the entire time series the NEFSC may cover all areos of major cod cotches, but not on o
consistent year to year bosis (i.e., major oreas of cod concentrotion ore sampled sporodicoily
over the last 75 years, however on a yeor to yeor bosis mony concentrations ore missed which is

likely one contribution to seeing lorge tows dominate survey cotch ond cause jumps in cotch

from yeor to year).

The NEFSC surveys use a random stratified sampling design. Sampling only cod concentrations
would impart a positive bias to the fisheries-independent estimates of abundance. The intent of
the survey is to achieve a consistent and random sampling of the entire region, not just areas of
high fish concentration. This is the primary difference between fisheries-independent estimates
of abundance (survey indices) and fisheries-dependent CPUE estimates. lf only areas of high cod
concentrations were sampled, and the numbers from these data then expanded by assuming
that the density of fish in these high concentration areas was the same throughout the stock
area, this would imply that cod are plentiful throughout the entire Gulf of Maine. This is
obviously not the case, and is why a stratified random sampling scheme in the NEFSC surveys is

appropriate.

o lt is entirely possible that yeors with high cotch rotes are octuolly representative of the
population and thot the low catches ore outliers due to survey locations in areas where cod ore
not found (e.9., due to the surveys avoiding hord-bottom habitats which cod often inhabit).

See the previous response concerning'outliers.'

¡ NEFSCsurvey catchobility is opprooching 7.0 ond bock-transformed catchobitities for R/V Bigetow ore
above 7.0, indicating that the two research boots ore approoching or obove 700% efficiency even though
qlmost no catch of fish older than oge 7 ore reported and orea swept estimates of stock biomoss
approoch model estimates of biomass for the entire stock

o Regordless of stotistical orguments provided by NEFSC these values indicote poor model
performonce and should not be treated lightly.

A comparison of model-independent and model-based estimates of stock biomass was
presented at the SARC and showed close agreement between the two approaches. lt is
incorrect to assume that the high values of survey catchability (q) are indicative of poor model
performance. The reason for the high q values was clearly shown during SARC 53 to be a by-
product of the expansion scalar used to convert the raw survey indices to area-swept indices of
abundance. Alternate expansion factors (which do not alter the assessment results) generate
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much lower estimates of q. The absolute values of q are a byproduct of expansions performed

outside of the model and should not be over-interpreted.

o Survey selectivity ¡s fht bpped and fixed ot 100% for oges 6+

o Assessment cloims "little biological evidence" for domed selectivity, however allowing for domed

selectivity inueoses SSB by 21%.

There is no empirical evidence or statistical basis in the form of model fit to support an

assumption of domed-survey selectivity. Nonetheless, several domed survey selectivity

sensitivity runs of the ASAP model were explored, and gave results that were generally within

the confidence intervals of the base model.

o Togging evidence indicates thot shorter tows allow older, larger fish to more eosily escope the

net thon younger fish
. Survey tow times overage between 20-30 m¡nutes and therefore present a very high

probability thot older fish ore oble to out swim the net and escope.

The NEFSC surveys catch a higher proportion of older age fish compared to the fishery,

in which tow durations are much longer.

. lt is therefore more likely that the survey selectivity is heovily domed ond thot is why few
fish older than age-7 ore seen in it, as opposed to the current assumption that fishery
selectivity is domed (where commercioltows ore often upwards of 3-5 hours) and survey

se I ectivity is f I ot-topped.

See previous comment that explains why this statement is not supported by data.

o ln combination with the survey catchobilìty estimates oround 7.0, it oppeors that there is on

issue within the modelwith the survey time series
t The assumptions used to f¡t this data consistently err on the side of o pessimistic insteod

of optimistic stock status (e.9., ollowing for domed survey selectivity and bounding

catchabilities around .7 would greatly increose obundance estimotes).

With respect to survey catchabil¡ty, see the previous response on this subject.

Bounding catchability at 0.7 would likely increase biomass. However, this would

increase biomass beyond the model-independent estimates of biomass derived from

the survey data. This result would not be biologically realistic.
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Catch-per-Unit Effort

o NEFSC claim that incorporating CPUE dota is not possible due to problems standordizing effort statistics,
however the final GARM lll model used o CPIJE dota set ond initiol ASAP runs made use of this same dato
set until it wos determined thqt the model was insensitive to its inclusion.

Earlier ASAP models, as well as the VPA, d¡d include a LPUE (landing per unit effort) time series covering

the 1982 - 1-993 period, as this index had been used in previous assessments. The rationale to not
extend the LPUE time series beyond 1993 is clearly documented on page 32 of SARC 53 WP#1:

"Given the uncertainty in WR reported fishing effort since 7994 and the impøct of DAS, rolling
closures and trip limits on the comparability of LPUEs estimoted from 7994 onword with the
eorlier time series, the time series hos not been extended beyond 7993.'

Since the time series has not been updated since 1993, removal of the time series had no influence on

the assessment model results.

o Recently calculoted CPUE doto from NEFSC scientists indicate thot CPIJE has been consistently and
drastically increasing since 2000 with lorge decreases in effort and increases in cod landings, however
NEFSC refuses to ottempt ony exploratory runs with this dota set due to the 'difficulty' in incorporoting
CPUE dota.

The NEFSC did not refuse to attempt any exploratory runs with this data set. The Data Working Group

did not have the opportunity to make any such attempt as the data only became available during the
SARC 53 meeting. The CPUE data represent nominal CPUE, which does not account for the major
changes that have occurred in the fishery over the last ten years (see comments below for examples),

and therefore the data set needs to be standardized prior to inclusion in an assessment model. Cod

undergo hyperaggregation when reduced to low stock sizes and a fishery-dependent CPUE index

obtained in this situation may not accurately represent overall stock abundance (e.g., Canadian northern
cod/. Nominal CPUE indices have been constructed for the commercial and recreational fisheries and

compared to biomass estimates, but have been shown to be poor indicators of stock abundance.

o lf old CPUE dato sets were possible to incorporote there should be no reoson that new dato
cannot be used.

Major input controls (i.e., designed to curtail fishery efficiency) were implemented in the
groundfish fishery in 1994 and have since changed frequently. ln L999, for example, trip limits
were reduced to 30 lb/day at sea, and then were gradually increased to 800 lb/day over the next
five years. Beginning in l-994, marked reductions in the days at sea have occurred including the
2:1 accounting of DAS in western GoM beginning in 2006. There has also been a high rate of exit
from the fishery of less profitable vessels, leaving more efficient vessels in the fishery. All of
these changes make interpretation of nominal CPUE indices extremely difficult, and

standardization of any CPUE time series data for Gulf of Maine cod a daunting challenge.
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The doto shows that the increasing CPUE trend is robust to multiple effort statistics and greatly

contradicts the notion that the stock is decreasing os demonstrated by recent survey data.

At face value, the increasing trend in CPUE indicates increases in abundance (if the other

concerns with interpreting fisheries-dependent CPUE indices are ignored) in the area where the

fishery is occurring. However, because the fisheries occur almost exclusively in the western Gulf

of Maine, where the stock is now also concentrated, these CPUE indices provide no information

on the abundance of cod in central and eastern Gulf of Maine. lf cod were abundant in these

latter two areas, this would be reflected in high survey catches in these areas as occurred in the

1970s and/or the fisheries would be operating iri these areas. Neither is currently happening.

NEFSC argue that this dato supports the stock controction theory (becouse CPUE will inuease as

fish concentrote together at smaller population sizes moking them easier to catch) and thus do

not wont to include it because it would inherently force the model to estimate higher biomass.

See the previous response explaining why the recent CPUE has not been incorporated in the

assessment model.

However, token in context with observations from oround New England that cod are being

caught in locotions thot they hove not been seen for decades, it indicqtes the opposite of whot

the NEFSC is portraying; cod oppear to be exponding and higher CPUE is due to on enormous cod

biomoss throughout the region ond not just at small, concentrated locales.

ln the Gulf of Maine, cod are not showing up in areas where they have been historically

abundant such as the central and eastern Gulf of Maine. Fishermen are now reporting cod in

high densities in certain areas of southern New England. However, preliminary explorations of

biomass trends in the southern New England waters suggests that, like the central and eastern

Gulf of Maine, overall biomass in these areas has declined over the past forty years. The region

included in these preliminary investigations is shaded in blue in the next figure.
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o Updated dato used from the previous ossessment (i.e., new length-weight equotion, updoted weight-ot-
oge, updoted cotch-at-age, inclusion of discards-at-age, ond o revised moturity schedute) hove caused a
complete change in stock status from the GARM ltl ossessment w¡thout chonging any of the model

formulotion or adding new dato since 2007 (i.e., the change in historic data since 2007 hos changed
stock stotus:r^:i::::':í"':':,";::,';ff:t;i':;,":::::r::t::":[':;î::,'::::i;i:;:]rr^,

(42.6%) to SSB=79,445.

The major change that affected stock status was how weights-at-age are now estimated.
The methods used in GARM lll did not fully account for the true weights-at-age of the
population. All other data changes resulted in only minor modifications of terminal SSB

and F.

Final ASAP Model Results
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Current estimotes of fishing mortality and spowning stock biomass go ogoinst oll informotion from the

fishery (decreosing effort and increosing CPUE) and monagement actions (increasingly stringent

meosures over the last 2 decades).

See previous comments related to CPUE.

Current instontoneous fishing mortolity rates on fully selected fish of 1.14 indicotes thot 68% of these

age classes are horvested in o given year ond total mortolity (i.e., including a natural mortolity of 0.2)

indicotes thot almost 74% of these age classes die

o Such estimates ore absurd ond if correct this stock should hove collapsed long ago.

Spawning stock biomass is only about half of the total biomass, and stocks can be subjected to

very high Fs for short period of time (a few years). Existing management measures regulating

minimum mesh sizes, minimum retention sizes, and area closures have resulted in a fishery

selectivity pattern that allows Gulf of Maine cod to spawn one to two times (on average) prior to

capture in the fishery. These spawning opportunities-prior to recruitment in the

fisheries-have allowed the stock to withstand high fishing pressure.

o Under this mortolity regime only .056% of fish live to age-9, which meons thot the 2070 oge-class

of 4.286 million fish would yield only 2478 oge-9 fish

Although this statement is true, it is important to examine the cumulative survival to ages less

than 9, under a variety of F levels, and mindful of the proportion of Gulf of Maine cod mature at

age:age L=9.4%; age2=28.7%; age3=61%; age 4=85.90/{ age5=95.9%; age 6=98.9%; age

7=99.7%; age 8=99.9%; age 9+=L.0. The calculations of cumulative survival at age for F=0, 0.2

(Frsv), 0.4,0.6,0.8, 1.0, and 1.14 (F2src) indicate that young cod have opportunities to spawn

prior to their full selection to the fishery (see the figure below). Due to low fishery selectivity at

the youngest (undersize) ages, the difference in cumulative survival to age 3 differs little over a

wide range of F values. Cumulative survival is about 30% at age 4 and IA% ù age 5 given the

estimated F in 2010; however, the decline in survival is precipitous for ages 6 and older.
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Such results øre difficult to believe in the face of current cotch compositions and catch rates.

A cumulative survival of 0.ß56% would only be realized if fishing occurred at an F=1.14 for 9
consecutive years. This has not been the case at any point in the modeled time series, and

clearly is a circumstance is to be avoided. The figure below depicts the age composition of the
Gulf of Maine cod catches for the last 7 years. Ages 3, 4, and 5 dominate the catch in numbers,

consistent with the stock age composition results from the assessment.
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. Lack of diognostics (coefficient of voriotions) for oll model pardmeters makes it impossible to objectìvely

ossess modetfit and performance; only CVs ore given for selectivity parameters qnd indicote the model is

poorly esti m ati n g th ese pa ro mete rs.

The model input files and software were provided to the SARC 53 Panel to allow the Panel to run the

models and evaluate model parameters as deemed appropriate. The Panel requested several additional

analyses of model diagnostics, which were all provided to the Panel during the SARC meet¡ng. The CVs

on the selectivity parameters are generally less than 0.30, which does not indicate poor estimation. The

CVs on the estimates of selectivity on some of the older ages are high, reflective of the limited

information at these older ages to precisely estimate selectivity'

o The use of incrementol sensitivity analysis to look at how changing a single assumption at a time affects

stock status does not necessorily portrdy these offects accurotely.

Without performing sensitivity runs independently, it is impossible to really comprehend how each

change to a model (or to the input data) affects the model results.

o ln reality the base ossessment, has o number of ossumpt¡ons that go ogo¡nst the basic biology of

the fishery and results should be given showing the effects of changing multiple assumptions

simultaneously
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For exomple, what is the effect of ollowing domed survey selectivity, bounding
cotchability at reasonable levels, calculoting qge-structure out to *oge-76, sptitt¡ng
commercial and recreational catch, incorporoting cpuE data, decreosing discard
mortol¡ty, and decreasing unrealistic recreational cotch levets?

The available data are insufficient to conduct analyses out to age 16. ln most years in
the assessment times series, no age information is available beyond age 12 for either
the catches or the surveys. As mentioned previously, using a model formulation that
splits commercial and recreational catches results in an unstable model that does not
allow these sorts of sensitivities to be evaluated. These types of issues were openly,
publically, and thoroughly discussed at both the Data working Group and Models
Working Group Meetings.

Two sensitivity models, which addressed four of the seven concerns noted above, were
presented at SARC 53 and gave results that were within the confidence intervals of the
base model results.

¡ No single change will greotly alter the output of o model, however when numerous
assumptions do not reflect reality it makes sense to chonge oll simultaneously and see
how the model responds, something thot wos never considered in the development of
the Gulf of Moine cod ossessment.

No evidence has been presented (i.e., data) to indicate that the model assumptions are
not reflective of reality, or that the base model is incorrectly specified. When multiple
changes are made to a model, these must be done in a careful and methodical manner
so that the impacts of each change can be evaluated. lndeed, such a process was
followed in this assessment. When moving from the previous assessment to the current
benchmark assessment, many changes were made that better reflected reality. This
bridge from the old to the new was not conducted in a haphazard manner by makÍng
several changes all at once. Rather, changes were made incrementally so that the
impacts of each change could be evaluated. The cumulative effect of these changes was
substantial and culminated in a much more realistic final base model.

Biological Reference Points ore bosed on an ASAP run back to 1970 (tonger time series thon the octuol
assessment) assuming a Beverton ond Holt stock-reuuit function

o However, onalysis by Butterworth and Raddenmeyer (2011) demonstrote that if the model is
extended into the late 7960s a decline in recruitment ot extremety high stock sizes is present
(possibly due to cannibolism on juveniles by odutt cod, etc...) indicoting that a Ricker style stock-
recruit curve is more appropriote ond model estimotes indicate that GoM cod is NOT overfished.

The biological reference points approved by the SARC Panel are NOT based on a spawner-recruit
relationship, but rather on long-term projections atF4s./"(consistent with the methods used to
establish biological reference points in the previous assessment). The methodology proposed by
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Butterworth and Rademeyer were not supported by the Models Working Group (of which

Butterworth was a member) because (a) age composition data for the fishery are not available
prior to 1982 leading to high uncertainty in recruitment estimates; and (b) the stock-recruit
function, even when estimated through an extended model time series, is poorly defined.
Hence, the biological reference points estimated from such models are uninformative. The

decision of the Models Working Group not to use data prior to 1982 in the modeling work was

supported by the SARC Panel. Additionally, in a sensitivity exercise, the Models Working Group

actually used a SR relationship from a model with a L970 start date to justify the use of F35y" as

opposed to Foo*. This decision of the Models Working Group was not supported by the SARC

Panel.

With respect to the Butterworth and Rademeyer work using a Ricker-style stock-recruit fiq the¡r
model had substantial diagnostic problems, most notably a very strong retrospective pattern

which can be problematic for determining stock abundance and making catch advice.

Summarv

Observotions throughout New England indicote cod are expanding their range and not contracting os

NEFSC hypothesize.

No evidence exists suggesting that Gulf of Maine cod are currently occupying a larger range than
historically documented. ln fact, the available evidence from the survey and extent of the existing

fishery suggests the opposite. Gulf of Maine cod no longer appear to be present in the central and

eastern Gulf of Maine, areas where historically they were abundant. Survey data also suggest that cod

biomass in southern New England waters has declined substantially over the last 40 years

Under-sompling of catch hos led to a perceived age-structure truncation that does not match lorge

numbers of old, large cod being caught by commerciolfishermen.

The available data collected by fishery observers do not support this statement.

Recreational catch is highly overestimated by MRFSS data.

There is some validity to this statement, but sensitivity runs conducted to adjust for potential

overestimation of recreational catch in the MRFSS surveys show that the assessment results are robust

to assumptions about lower recreational catches.

Flat topped survey selectivity is unreolistic and ollowing the model to estimate domed selectivity couses o

lorge increase in biomoss and SSB.

A domed survey sensitivity run was conducted and presented in the final report. The assumption of a

domed survey selectivity pattern results in slightly higher estimates of SSB and lower estimates of F, but
these estimates are within the confidence intervals of the base model results, and do not alterthe stock

status determination. lt should be noted that there was no model support for domed selectivity (i.e.,

allowing a domed survey selectivity d¡d NOT improve the overall f¡t of the model to the data). More
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importantly, there are no data to support a domed survey selectivity, and what data do exist support

higher selectivity in the survey relative to the fishery.

The purposeful avoidance of exploratory anolysis of recent NEFSC CPUE dota within the ossessment

indicates a lack of objectivity by the assessment scientists as this dota cleorly counters recent trends in

NEFSC survey abundance qnd indicates on expansion of cod biomass in the Gulf of Msine.

There was no purposeful avoidance of an exploratory analysis of CPUE data. No source of CPUE data was

brought forward to either the Data or Models Working Group. The first mention of recent CPUE data

was brought up during the SARC Meeting, and the SARC Panel (not NEFSC scientists) determined that it
was not appropriate to introduce these data at that time. The basis for this determination was that (a)

the CPUE data had not been standardized to account for changes in fishery efficiency over time, and (b)

the CPUE data had not undergone the same amount of review that all other input data received during

the Data and Models Working Group Meetings

Model results go ogoinst oll recent monogement actions ond observed biology and are based solely on

noisy, unreliable surveys (since cotch trends do not reflect the biomøss under o hord totol allowoble

catch system, they simply reflect management expectations regording stock abundonce ossuming the

TAC is fully harvested; CPUE is the only reol indication of biomoss levels that can be gornered from cotch

dato in this instance).

These statements have been addressed and rebutted elsewhere in this document.

Trodeoffs between biological realism ond statistical assumptions must be made, however this

ossessment always errs on the side of statistical fit insteod of octual, proven biology resulting in many

biologically unreølistic modeling assumptions often causing o more pessimistic view of stock status.

To imply that the modeling assumptions led to a more pessimistic view of stock status ignores the

breadth of sensitivity runs presented duríng the SARC 53 Meeting. There were a total of 14 ASAP

sensitivity runs presented during the SARC. Exactly half of the sensitivity runs provided more optimistic
perceptions of stock status relative to the base model. The results from only two of the sensitivity runs

fell outside the confidence limits of the base model; one was above, one was below. The consistency of
the sensitivity runs provides additional confidence in the assessment results.
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New England Fishery Management Council
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C. M. "Rip" Cunninghan, Jr,, Chairman I Paul J. Howud, Executive Dírector

January 11,2012

Dr. William Karp
Acting Science and Reseaxch Director
Northeast Fisheries Science Center
166 Water Street
Woods Hole, MA 02543 -1026

Dear Bill:

Welcome to the sleepy backwater ofNew England fisheries management!

You may be aware that Mr. David Goethel provided Council members with a review of the SARC 53

Gulf of Maine cod assessment (see attached). We plan to provide the Science and Statistical Committee

with this report and they may discuss it at their January 25,2012 meeting. Is there any possibility that

the Center could review this document and provide comments for the SSC's consideration? If this is

possible it would greatly facilitate their deliberations.

I recognize this request is coming at a very late date, with the meeting barely two weeks away, and a

detailed response may not be feasible. If you can provide any information at all we would like to mail it
to SSC members as soon as possible. Please contact me if you have any questions.

attachment

Sincerely,

Paul J. Howard





HiSam,

Enclosed is a list of issues related to the current Gulf of Maine Cod stock assessment. Daniel and I have

arranged it so that it outlines the issues and offers some possible solutions. We both agree that these are the
major problems, but the list is not all-inclusive. As you can see, we feel that many of the assumptions made in this
model are erroneous. ln most cases assumptions were based on improving statistical fit at the cost of biological
reality. Additionally, a change in almost any one of these assumptions will change the output of the model.

However, altering all or some of these incorrect assumptions simultaneously will drastically increase estimates of
spawning stock biomass and reduce fishing mortality. This is one aspect not considered within the working group

because sensitivity runs are carried out incrementally and not simultaneously. Thus, reviewers are not given a
chance to view how model outputs are altered when, for instance, survey selectivity is allowed to be domed AND

catchability is bounded at reasonable levels (considering domed selectivity alone resultsin a 21% increase in

biomass, it is easy to speculate that the combined effect would be even greater). Since the working group already
feels that it has provided the best available science to the peer review, I see no sense in forwarding it to them
alone. Rather I would send this to each member of the peer review committee and request that they detail a

response in writing in their peer review report. Until these issues are resolved to everyone's satisfaction, we

cannot and will not, accept the current assessment as the best available science.

I remain concerned that the terms of reference were too narrowly defined and specifically excluded the
findings of the Cod Tagging Working Group, which requested a reexamination of the Cod Stock boundaries in the
Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank. Also, there are many peer reviewed cooperative research projects available on

Gulf of Maine Cod which should also be reviewed. Further, the Study Fleet Data on GOM vessels should be

examined for trends in CPUE. Chad Demerast and Tom Nies worked at the eleventh hour to provide CPUE data
which was also not examined by the Peer Review Team. Such data indicates a strong increasing trend in CPUE

that counters recent declines in,survey abundance. NEFSC has claimed that such increases are indicative of a

contracting stock, however this hypothesis goes against what is being seen across the Gulf of Maine and this data

clearly show that biomass is expanding not contracting. The fact that the science center is avoiding using this data

in even an exploratory run (by arguing that it demonstrates cod contraction and would give a falsely optimistic
output and/or claiming that CPUE is too unrelíable due to difficulty in standardizing effort statistics despite using

CPUE in the GARM lll assessment and initial ASAP runs) clearly portrays the lack of objectivity of assessment

scientists. All of these studies and bodies of work should be forwarded to the Peer Review Team or the Peer

ReviewTeam should be reconvened before their final report ís delivered.
While lthinkthat Friday's meeting was a good first step in identifyingthe issues, I remain concerned that

some people are falling back on well worn scientific clichés that have not been examined as they relate to the Gulf
of Maine Ecosystem. Thus, in my view, these arguments have no scíentific validity in the current debate. For

example, the cod collapse in Newfoundland took place in an entirely different ecosystem. lt was driven by the
invention of ice breaking trawl vessels which could tow through the ice where the cod had been previously
protected. Yes, the cod did aggregate into very dense schools in Newfoundland. However, this was a
phenomenon which probably occurred for thousands of years as cod sought warm pockets of water in a very cold
regime, but had not been documented by scientists until the dawn of the icebreakers. The excuse that the cod

are aggregating as their numbers dwindle has been used over and over again in the GOM whenever the models

do not reflect with what fishermen are experiencing.
I was greatly disturbed by the constant referral to sensitivity runs which in themselves only determine

how many incremental changes you have to make until you turn an apple into a watermelon. Sensitivity analyses

are beíng used in public presentations inappropriately to give the appearance of a high degree of certainty of the
results.

Due to all of my concerns above, as a matter of conscience, I will not be able to accept this assessment, as

currently written, for use in management advice.
I look forward to a resolution of these issues so that we can move forward jointly in order to do what is

best for the fish and the fishermen in the Gulf of Maine.

Thank you,

David Goethel





ãOLO Gulf of Maine Cod WG Assessment Notes

Biologv

Stock identification is incorrect for cod in New England

o Tagging evidence suggests that cod stock boundaries should be separated into: eastern Gulf of
Maine-Eastern Georges Bank, and western Gulf of Maine-Cape Cod-Southern New England

o lnformation regarding stock structure and discussions regarding proper stock boundaries were

explicitly avoided during the assessment meetings for Gulf of Maine cod even though the current

boundaries are highly questionable in light of the last decade of scientific research

o lt is widely believed that the recent expansion of cod into Southern New England (a region with

historically low cod abundance in recent decades) is due to a 'spillover' mígration effect of cod from

the Gulf of Maine
. This suggests that the Gulf of Maine cod stock is actually expanding and contradicts the

stock contraction hypothesis being presented by NEFSC

The length-weight relation and catch weight-at-age matrix are unreliable

o The length-weight relation is based on survey catch and not on the commercial catch

o Catch weight-at-age matrix is averaged over the recreational and commercial fisheríes and over

discard and landed catch
. This acts to blur the signals in the catch because the weight of recreationally caught fish are

lower than that of commercial fish thereby decreasing the weight of 'caught' fish in the

model

There is an apparent under-sampling of older fish in the catch-at-age, which gives the appearance of a

truncated age-structure and increased F-at-age

o Observer samples do not accurately reflect the actual catch, perhaps due to focusing on measuring

smaller discarded fish

o Large, olderfish are not being properlysampled and this has led to a lackof old (age-7+)fish being

'seerì'

o Very few otoliths of fish greater than age -7 are being taken during surveys (which is used for
determining the length-weight equation) and it is likely that port samples of cod otoliths are also

biased towards smaller fish (reported samples are divided by market category and not age; it is likely

that samplers are taking a majority of otoliths from smaller fish within each market category and

sampling at times of year and ports where large fish are not being landed, thereby violating the

ra ndom stratified sampling design)

o Use of external data sources could help to verify age-structure information (e.g., gear studies and

tagging studies that have informatíon on age or length structure could be used as an exploratory

check)

The age-9+ formulation is invalid and underutilizes the flexibility of the Age-Structured Assessment Program

(ASAP)framework

o The length-weight relation clearly shows that fish continue to grow past age-L6, yet the age-

structure used implicitly assumes no growth after age-9 by assuming a plus group at this age and an

associated average weight of fish in thís group



. Considering cod's ability to put on significant weight after age-9, this formulation inherently

underestimates SSB and biomass if even a few older fish survive out to ages greater than

age-9

¡ Constant natural mortality (M=0.2) assumption is biologically unrealistic

o This estimate is based on a maximum age of 15-17 years, yet the length-weight relation indicates

cod continue growing past thís age so it seems unlikely that the fish would continue to grow up until

the maximum age

o Additionally, changes in the ecosystem over the last 3 decades would indicate the necessity for a

time-varying natural mortal¡ty rate and also an age-varying natural mortality
r Juveniles are well documented to inhabit different habitats from adults and predation is

much heavier on juveniles (e.g., seal and dog fish predation)
. Lack ot2OO7 year class recruiting to fishery as predicted in GARM lll might be an indication

of high predation on age-L fish meaning a higher M ís supported for juvenile cod

Catch

o Observed catch is split by recreational/commercíal and landed/discarded but models fitted to these more

'complex' data sets were deemed too unstable and showed results "similar to the simple (lumped catch)

model"

o Although the model might be more statistically stable, it is much less biologically realistic due to the

severe differences in selectivity and weight of the commercial and recreational catch

o Tradeoffs between biological realism and statistical assumptions must be made, however this

assessment always errs on the side of statistics instead of actual, proven biology

. Fishery selectiviÇ was broken down into two time blocks (pre and post 1991) based on statistical fit, yet no

management actions or fishery changes support this choice

¡ Due to lumping of fishery catch across recreational and commercial fleets it is impossible to gain any

biological insight into what the estimated selectivity patterns indicate (i.e., is one fleet fishing more heavily

on older fish, etc...) and it is impossible to determine the ind¡vidual effects of each fleet (i.e., is the fishing

mortality greater from the recreational or commercial component, which is an important facet when

determining possible future management scenarios)

o This is another indication that degradation of the data in order to simply increase statistical f¡t at the

cost of biological insight is inappropriate

r Marine Recreational Fishery Statistic Survey (MRFSS) data is used to estimate recreational catch-at-age by

imputation based on MRFSS estimates of numbers caught at length and applying the NEFSC survey length-

weight equations

o Uncertainty in MRFSS data is well known and estímates in recent years counter data from other

sources and common sense

. Vessel trip reports (VTR) from recreational head boats indicate catch estimates 75% lower

than MRFSS data
. lt is difficult to believe that recreational vessels accounted for the same level of catch

(-5500mt) as commercialvessels in 20L0



¡ This is the first time that recreat¡onal discard levels have been included in the assessment, however

estimates are basically g'uesses with extremely high and ever increasing levels (-2300mt in 2010)

o Discard mortality is assumed 10O%for allfisheries because the literature does not provide a comprehensive

estimate of mortality rates for all gear type and seasonal combinations

o Most literature proves that discard mortality is less than I00%, which considering levels of assumed

discard rates could provide substantial sources of biomass that are being falsely accounted as

mortality within the model, yet no sensitivity runs were undertaken to look at the affect of the

assumed discard mortality rate

Survevs

¡ lnshore strata of the NEFSC surveys were excluded from the assessment due to inconsistent sampling

even though they provide indications of higher age-O to 2 indices of abundance

o Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries (MADMF) surveys are the only reliable estimators of juvenile

fish abundance because they survey inshore juvenile habitat, however they are consistently down

weighted and the MADMF fall survey was completely removed from the final model

o Surveys supposedly cover all areas of major cod catch and accurately represent abundance trends, yet

years with high catch rates are consistently considered outliers

o Over the entire t¡me ser¡es the NEFSC may cover all areas of major cod catches, but not on a

consistent year to year basis (i.e., major areas of cod concentration are sampled sporadically

over the last L5 years, however on a year to year basis many concentrations are missed which is

likely one contribution to seeing large tows dominate survey catch and cause jumps in catch

from year to year)

o lt is entirely possible that years with high catch rates are actually representative of the
population and that the low catches are outliers due to survey locations in areas where cod are

not found (e.g., due to the surveys avoiding hard-bottom habitats which cod often inhabit)
o NEFSC survey catchability is approaching L.0 and back-transformed catchabilities for R/V Bigelow are

above 1.0, indicating that the two research boats are approaching or above L00% efficiency even though

almost no catch of fish older than age 7 are reported and area swept estimates of stock biomass

approach modef estimates of biomass for the entire stock

o Regardless of statistical arguments provided by NEFSC these values indicate poor model

performance and should not be treated lightly

. Survey selectivity is flat topped and fixed at LjO% for ages 6+

o Assessment claims "little biological evidence" for domed selectivity, however allowing for

domed selectivity increases SSB by 2L%

o Tagging evidence indicates that shorter tows allow olfler, larger fish to more easily escape the

t"t:nt:l"JJ;:Ïïr", 
averase between 20-30 minutes and therefore present a very high

probability that older fish are able to out swim the net and escape

It is therefore more likely that the survey selectivity is heavily domed and that is why

few fish older than age-7 are seen in it, as opposed to the current assumption that



fishery selectivity is domed (where commercial tows are often upwards of 3-5 hours)

and survey selectivity is flat-topped

o ln combination with the survey catchability estimates around L.0, it appears that there is an

'*': 
*'l: 

:::,iii:I ::i::ii,ü,li:i::::,stentry err on the side or a pessimistic instead

of optimistic stock status (e.9., allowing for domed survey selectivity and bounding

catchabilities around .7 would greatly increase abundance est¡mates)

Catch-per-Unit Effort

NEFSC claim that incorporating CPUE data is not possible due to problems standardizing effort statistics,

however the final GARM lll model used a CPUE data set and initial ASAP runs made use of this same data

set until it was determined that the model was insensitive to its inclusion

Recently calculated CPUE data from NEFSC scientists indicate that CPUE has been consistently and

drastically increasing since 2000 with large decreases in effort and increases in cod landings, however

NEFSC refuses to attempt any exploratory runs with this data set due to the 'difficulty' in incorporating

CPUE data

o lf old CPUE data sets were possible to incorporate there should be no reason that new data

cannot be used

o The data shows that the increasing CPUE trend is robust to multiple effort statistics and greatly

contradicts the notion that the stock is decreasing as demonstrated by recent survey data

o NEFSC argue that this data supports the stock contraction theory (because CPUE will increase as

fish concentrate together at smaller population sizes making them easier to catch) and thus do

not want to include it because it would inherently force the model to estimate higher biomass

o However, taken in context with observations from around New England that cod are being

caught in locations that they have not been seen for decades, it indícates the opposite of what

the NEFSC is portraying; cod appear to be expanding and higher CPUE is due to an enormous

cod biomass throughout the region and not just at small, concentrated locales

Historical VPA Bridge Assessment

Updated data used from the previous assessment (i.e., new length-weight equation, updated weight-at-
age, updated catch-at-age, inclusion of díscards-at-age, and a revised maturity schedule) have caused a

complete change in stock status from the GARM lll assessment without changing any of the model

formulation or adding new data since 2007 (i.e., the change in historic data since 2007 has changed

stock status without adding the last 3 years of data or changíng any of the model framework)
. F in 2007 has increased by .1 (2I.7%) to F=.56 and SSB has decreased by L4,428mt

(42.6%) to SSB=19,445



Current estimates of fishing mortality and spawning stock biomass go against all information from the
fishery (decreasing effort and increasing CPUE) and management actions (increasingly stringent
measures over the last 2 decades)

Current instantaneous fishing mortality rates on fully selected fish of 1.L4 indicates that 68% of these

age classes are harvested in a given year and total mortality (i.e., including a natural mortality of 0.2)

indicates that almost 74% of these age classes die

o Such estimates are absurd and if correct this stock should have collapsed long ago

o Under this mortality regime only .056% of fish live to age-9, which means that the 2010 age-

class of 4.286 million fish would yield only 2418 age-9 fish

o Such results are difficult to believe in the face of current catch compositions and catch rates

Lack of diagnostics (coefficient of variations) for all model parameters makes it impossible to objectively
assess model fit and performance; only CVs are given for selectivity parameters and indícate the model

is poorly estimating these parameters

The use of incremental sensitivity analysis to look at how changing a single assumption at a time affects

stock status does not necessarily portray these affects accurately

o ln realíty the base assessment has a number of assumptions that go against the basic biology of
the fishery and results should be given showing the effects of changing multiple assumptions

simultaneously

' For example, what is the effect of allowing domed survey selectívity, bounding

catchability at reasonable levels, calculating age-structure out to -age-L6, splitting

commercial and recreational catch, incorporating CPUE data, decreasing discard

mortality, and decreasing unrealistic recreational catch levels?
r No síngle change will greatly alter the output of a model, however when numerous

assumptions do not reflect reality it makes sense to change all simultaneously and see

how the model responds, something that was never considered in the development of
the Gulf of Maine cod assessment

Biological Reference Points are based on an ASAP run back to L97O (longer timeseries than the actual

assessment) assuming a Beverton and Holt stock-recruit function

o However, analysis by Butterworth and Raddenmeyer (20L1) demonstrate that if the model is

extended into the late 1960s a decline in recruitment at extremely high stock sizes ís present

(possibly due to cannibalism on juveniles by adult cod, etc...) indicating that a Ricker style stock-

recruit curve is more appropriate and model estímates índicate that GoM cod is NOT overfished

Summarv

a

a

Observations throughout New England indicate cod are expanding their range and not contracting as

NEFSC hypothesize

Under-sampling of catch has led to a perceived age-structure truncation that does not match large

numbers of old, large cod being caught by commercial fishermen

Recreatíonal catch is highly overestimated by MRFSS data

Flat topped survey selectivity is unrealistic and allowing the model to estimate domed selectivity causes

a large increase in biomass and SSB



The purposeful avoidance of exploratory analysis of recent NEFSC CPUE data within the assessment

indicates a lack of objectivity by the assessment scientists as this data clearly counters recent trends in

NEFSC survey abundance and indicates an expansion of cod biomass in the Gulf of Maine

Model results go against all recent management act¡ons and observed biology and are based solely on

noisy, unreliable surveys (since catch trends do not reflect the biomass under a hard total allowable

catch system, they simply reflect management expectations regarding stock abundance assuming the

TAC is fully harvested; CPUE is the only real indication of biomass levels that can be garnered from catch

data in this instance)

Tradeoffs between biological realism and statisticalassumptions must be made, howeverthis

assessment always errs on the side of statistical fit instead of actual, proven biology resulting in many

biologically unrealistic modeling assumptions often causing a more pessimistic view of stock status



Captain David Waldrip
Charter Þ'ishing Vessel RHLEN'I'LESS
80 Grccn Street
Rockland, MA 02370
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NEW ËNlGLAi'rÐ FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

Mr. Paul Howard
Exccutive Director, NEFMC
50 Water Street, Mill 2

Newburyport, MA
0r950

De¿u Mr. Howard:

I am writing to you as the owner and operator of thc Chartcr Fishing Vcsscl
RELENTLESS fishing out of Creen Harbor, Massachusetts which conducts charters fbr
Northeast Multi Species, primarily codlish in the Gulf of Maine (GOM). I am very
alarmcd by the latest results of the stock analysis regarding the Gulf of Mainc cod stock
assessment and find it hard to believe the low biomass estimates. I feel that the possible

stringent mea.sures including additional seasonal closures. size limit increases, bag limits
and a closure to thc Wcstern Gulf of Maine closed area will have a detrimental eflbct on
the Charter and Party Boat industry.

Chartcr and party boats along with recreational anglers have been abiding by strict
rcgulations making sacrifices with a ten fish bag limit imposed through Amcndment 13 to
thc Northeast Multispecies Management Plan in 2003. Additional mcasurcs wcre put
into placc severcly affecting our opportunity to make a living during 2006 whcn thc
minimum sizc of GOM codfish was increased from 22" to24" and a closed seÍ¡son on

GOM cod was instituted from April l" - Nov lst reducing the charter/party cod fishing
sea-son by forty two percent. In 2009 this scasonal closure was increased by action put in
place under Framework 42 by increasing the closed season on codflrsh for charter party
vessels during thc tìrst fifteen days in April.

I read the Groundfìsh Plan Development Team's letter to the Groundfish Ovcrsight
Committee dated January 12ú. In this letter some of the recreational measures srrggested

includecl reducing thc daily bag limit tbr GOM cod to five fisli per angler and rcducing
thc minimum size to nineteen inches. Also mentioned was closing the entire lVestem
Gulf of Mainc to all groundfishing. tsy closing the Western GOM to all groundfishing it
will climinate the chance for recreational anglers to fish for other spccics such as pollock,
redfish, cusk, haddock and other species in the deeper water. Once thc middlc of Junc
a¡rives there are no groundlish in thc shallower water which is less than 240'. The
NEFMC will be doing an injustice by not allowing anglcrs to have a reasonable chince to
fish for other nrulti spccics by rod and reel. Both of these actions would cause ievcrc
impacts to the charter party industry which is already prohibited from retaining (ÐM
codfish for five and a half monlhs. Anglers will not travel and fish for GOM cod with a

(l-2 y'n, /.1 , cø.



vèry low bag ligrit, it is a neat fishery wåcre,anglers FIOPL to have a'banner day after
traveling fiom,as far awat:as NllD, PA' OII and,other areas of the country. Without abag
limir o.ften cnC per,p,erso¡1" anglers will ûoJ fisþ.with.cha¡ter or party boats thæ.are home
.ported,north of Cape,Cod. We are akeady at the:end of,our line with the financial
éonsr¿ints due to.fbè plosed seasons and any additioual reductisns or restrictions. This is
will result in.the endof a traditionat fishery which allows anglers to enjoy the day on the
water and go horne with reasonable arnounts of fillets fo¡ friends and fanily members.

Thecha¡,te¡ partyihdusfy urges youto investigatc,,all possible options to.allow for the
cxtensioq date,ofthe -rebuiltling perio<l ofthe GOIVÍ cod fish'stocks. rü/ithout an
extension, it'luill bethe last:straw'f,orrnanyhard working,fishemrea\Mho have*âcÍificed
over the years doing iheir,part to help rebuililrhe'GqM cod stocks. They ha* invested
hundreds of thousands of dollars in vessels, safety gear,lackle, maintenancc and
advøtising over thg y,ears; Xf restri-etions âre':so severc and the governr4entdisüibutes.
emergencj'.furiding to thosê effe-cted we dem¿rnd thatvr¡e .are ücluded in the process and
reccive funding equal in pccentagJ lo our allscatio¡ of'GOM cod.

In sumnia y:I.greatly apþ:eciate your time'and look for.r¡vard to wor*iag withyouand.tåe
rne,mbe¡s ofyour.søffin*¡Þricatiag;A,solUlign¡E'hicå ti4 lqrythec,brr¡ç¡n^** ndusfy
to continuein.a mditioiral fisher.y in,the COlr¿ for codfish.andotlrer.spccics'which rvill
still atfrct anglers. If you have 4ny questions plça,w çonfaçt m€ a¡rytiqe at the abo-ve

nrirnbèr or email at captdavr@elentlesscharters;cor-ri

Sincerelv- a !'&,r/--f¿.{,/Ì
eeptainDavid Walddþ

Copy: United Sfates.ûens1pf,.John Kerry
United ;States Soralor, Scott Brown
IJníted States Congressman, Jôhn T,iemey
United States Conrgressman Williarn Keating
Mr. Faul Diodatl Ðirætor, IVlassachusetts Divisio¡of Mq{iae Fisheries
Mr- Ro.bert,74lærPresident, National Asxiciatop.of-¡Chárrer Boal,O-p,erators

Mr. Ja¡oes.Donodo¡ Chairsran Recrçational Fishing.Alliauce
Mr. Berry Gibson, NEFMC, Chairman Rçcrcational Fishing Advisory Panel
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91 FAIRVIEW AVE
PORSTMOUTH NH 03801

January 9,2012

New England Fishery ilanagement Council
50 Water Street, Mill2
Nøwburyport M401950
Phone: (9?8) 4654492
Fax: (978)4ó5-3116

Dear NEFMC Courrcil Members:

We represent a goup of Commercial Fishermen wih he Limited Access Handgear HA Permits, employing the
use Rod and Reel or Hand lines to catcf¡ Cod, Haddock and Pollock along with small quantities of other
regulated and nonægulated marine fish.

We are extremely concêrned with f¡e latest stock assessmst conducted on GOM cod. We believe that tle
asseesment fiailed to consider the best available science with regard to tagging studies and the latest
information pertainirp to stock boundaries. The poblem is he eastem GOM cod & Eastem Geoçes bank
stocks are not æbuilding while the westem GOM ard Westem Georges bank s{ock is. Until a nevv stock
assæsment can be ænducted to consider the most rænt scientific researdr on GOM cod, he GOM cod ACL
for tre 2012 fishing year shcn¡ld remain fixed at fie same level as2011.

Beloil is some of he most rec€nt ìrrcrk on GOM cod hat was not considered in he latest stock assessment

l. Etrplorìng Finescale Ecalogy îor Groundfrsh in the Gdf al MaÍne and Georgês
Banlç Genefrlc lnslghts htto the Sfocft ftucturc oî Atlantlc Cod in US Watus,
Adrienne Kovach

trüp://rwyw.gmri.org/communityrsæstate/Kovach_Addenne/Kovach_Adrienne_Ab
stract"pdf

'The cunent managemerìt models are typically based on the "old dogtrna" of panmidic populations, and
do not consider fine-scale populaûion strudure. Stocks encompass large geognaphic æg'nns with
multiple ocearngraphicfeatures and may be cønprised of individuals with potentially difierent life
history histories. As sr¡d¡, their bourdaies may not have a biological basis. This may be true for cod in
U.S. waters, wlrich ale onently managed acoording to a tu/o stock model, consisting of (1) a Gulf of
Maine stock ard (2) a stock comprised of C;eorgps Bank and areas southward, tom southern Nerv
England to the mid-Atlar¡tic coal. Evidenæ inconsister¡t witrthe o.rnent management model indudes
nþvement data ffom recent tagging stt¡dies (Tallack and Wltitford 2008) and genetic data (Lage et al.
2@4, \Mrgin et al. 2007). "

ln corrclusion, we fuund shong evidence for population genetic sftrdure hat is not consistent with the
2-stock managêment model. Cod in US waters are broaclly strudured into 3 grotps: 1) a northem
spring spavr,ning coastal complex in the GOM, 2) a southern complex consisting of winter+parvning
inshore GOM, offishore GOM and sites sor¡lh of Cape Cod, and 3) a Georges Bank population....

2. '\lllorkshop on Reconciling Spatial Scales and Stock Structures for Fisheries
Science and Management" 2011

NORTHEAST HOOK
FISHERMAN'S ASSOCIATION



NEW COD STOCKS DEFINED BY WGOM AND EGOM
WGOM WEST OF BLUE OR RED LINE'T

EGOM EAST OF BLUE OR RED LINE*

*Exact boundarles (maybe 3) derived by best available science to ¡nclude tagg¡ng studies, genetics, etc.

Theç wlll be no bnoer a çom ,mercial cod llo ñsherv in the GOM F no a¿ton ig taken. The cod jig fisfrery
was.the lrs '!l.l_ey 

England arrd if noûring is done il will be the first to Oe et¡m¡natêd if the orts propadø are
made to tlp GOM cod stocks.

Respectftrlly,
e72z4z4:.

Marc Sbtlner

NEHFA MEMBERS: Christopher DiPilato, PaulHofrnan, Hilary Dombrowski, Scott Rice, Ed Snell,
Marc Stettner

lf you an a húer of a gmwüsh lA penat and wish to ¡a¡n tlÞ NEHFA, ptææ ætffi tþ NEHFA af flp eddæss aôorc.

199$2003
o 30 1.50
o t0 1-20
'5 r.r0
' l'5 ..'..1 r..
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Exploring Fine-scale Ecology for Groundfish
in the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank

ABSTRACTS

Genetíc Insights into the Stock Structure of Atlantic Cod in US ílat
Collaborators: Adrienne Kovachr*, Timotþ Breton2, & David gerlindktroNdâçqhl
Lorraine Maceda3, University of New Hampshire, Departments of Natural Resources
and Biological Sciences2, Durham NH, 3New York University School of Medicine, Dept.
of Environmental Medicine, Tuxedo, NY

Marine species have long been viewed as open, panmictic populations with high
connectivity, owing to their vagile, pelagic larval stages and the high migratory
potential of adults. This classical view of marine species was supported by
tagging studies, which demonstrated long distance migrations, and by early
genetic studies that revealed high levels of gene flow, as expected for a marine
environment considered to be free of dispersal barriers.

Recently, there has been a paradigm shift in the view of the population structure
of marine species, articulated by a review by Hauser & Carvalho (2008).
Overwhelming evidence now points toward the existence of population structure
on fine geographic and temporal scales. A growing body of literature emphasizes
the importance of process, such as sedentary life history strategies, spawning site
fidelity, natal homing, adaptations to local environmental conditions, and ocean
currents and bathymetric features promoting egg and larval retention; the effect of
these processes is to limit dispersal and promote self-replenishment of local
populations, leading to subdivision and potentially reproductive isolation.
Additionally, evidence of multiple life history strategies within a population, such
as temporally divergent spawning behaviors or inshore vs. offshore migration
patterns, have also been linked to fine-scale population structuring in cod, herring
and other marine species.

The implications of the different paradigms are significant for
management. The current management models are typically based on the "old
dogma" of panmictic populations, and do not consider fine-scale population
structure. Stocks encompass large geographic regions with multiple
oceanographic features and may be comprised of individuals with potentially
different life history histories. As such, their boundaries may not have a

biological basis. This may be true for cod in U.S. waters, which are currently
managed according to a two stock model, consisting of (1) a Gulf of Maine stock
and (2) a stock comprised of Georges Bank and areas southward, from southern
New England to the mid-Atlantic coast. Evidence inconsistent with the current
management model includes movement data from recent tagging studies (Tallack
and Whitford 2008) and genetic data (Lage et aI.2004, Wirgin et al.2007).

In our previous work (Wirgin et al. 2007), we found heterogeneity within
the Gulf of Maine, stemming from temporally divergent inshore spawning
populations. A spring spawning population in Ipswich Bay was genetically
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distinct from winter-spawning cod from all other sites within the Gulf of Maine
(including the same bay), Georges Bank and sites in southern New England. We
also found that cod spawning on the northeast peak of Georges Bank are

differentiated from populations south of Cape Cod, consistent with an earlier
finding by Lage et al. (2004). Whether these differences were stable over time, or
merely reflected variation among cohorts or plasticity in spawning behaviors,
remained an open question.

In the current study, we expand on our previous efforts with increased and

replicated sampling over time, in order to develop a model of population genetic
structure of cod in US waters. Our objectives were to 1) identify and sample all
current spawning aggregates, 2) characterize the fine-scale population structure
of spatially and temporally separated spawning aggregates, 3) investigate the
temporal stabílíty of the genetíc structure, using replícate samples collected over
a 2-5 year períod, and 4) determine whether young of the yearfish sampled on
juvenile nurseries could be assigned definitívely to their populations of origin.

This research was truly collaborative in nature, not only with respect to
contributions to the genetic analyses from both UNH and NYU, but also with
respect to the sample collection. The latter involved numerous commercial
fisherman, supported by the collaborative research program of the Northeast
Consortium, recreational fisherman, and fisheries biologists from the
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries, Canadian Department of Fisheries
and Oceans, and also a partnership with the University of Massachusetts-
Dartmouth School for Marine Science and Technology.

During December 2005 - July 2008, 1488 adult cod were captured via otter trawl,
gill net or hook and line; a fin clip was taken for genetic analysis. We targeted
spawning fish from the following sites: northeast peak of Georges Bank, the
inshore Gulf of Maine in Ipswich Bay, Massachusetts Bay, and Bigelow Bight,
ME, the ofßhore Gulf of Maine at Jeffrey's Ledge and Stellwagen Bank, and
south of Cape Cod from Nantucket Shoals, and Cox Ledge. At Ipswich Bay,
Massachusetts Bay and Coxes Ledge, distinct spawning aggregates were
identified and sampled in both the spring and winter. Additionally, adult fish not
in spawning condition were sampled from Ipswich Bay, Platts Bank (offshore
ME) and New York Bight. Six of the spawning aggregates were sampled in 2
subsequent years, enabling a test for stability in the structure.

Genetic analysis of the fin clip-extracted DNA was performed using a panel of 10

microsatellite markers (Gmo02, Gmol32, Brooker et al.1994; Gmol9, Gmo35,
Gmo36, Gmo37, Miller et al. 2000; PGmo32,PGmo34,PGmo38, andPGmoSS,
Jakobsdóttir et al. 2006), ard 6 SNPs (Pantophysinl (Pan I), Pogson et al. 2001,
AHR6, ARNT\, Wirgin et al.2007, and ARNTI, CYPï, and K ras, characterized in
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this study). Several statistical population genetic methods were employed to
analyze the genotypic data, including F-statistics (Fsr, a measure of genetic
variation among populations), allelic differentiation exact tests, and molecular
analysis of variance (AMOVA), to test for hierarchical structure and temporal
variability.

Results of pair-wise population Fs1 comparisons and AMOVA indicated there
was no significant variation between the yearly collections from the same sample
locations and that variation among sites was significantly greater than annual
variation within sites; therefore, these samples were pooled for further analysis.
These findings are evidence for stability in the genetic structure over time.

When the pooled data from all spawning aggregates were compared by pair-wise
Fs1 analysis, 16 of 45 population comparisons were significant. The primary
source of differentiation occurred between the spring spawning coastal aggregates
of the inshore Gulf of Maine (Ipswich Bay, Massachusetts Bay and Bigelow
Bight) and sites in the ofßhore Gulf of Maine, winter spawning inshore Gulf of
Maine and southern New England sites (Nantucket and Cox Ledge).
Additionally, Georges Bank was strongly differentiated from the southern sites.
The significant Fsl values (P<0.001, following Bonferroni adjustment) ranged
from 0.0071 - 0.0156, consistent with findings from other studies reporting weak,
but significant differentiation for cod in European and Canadian waters (Beacham
et aL.2002, V/estgard & Fevolden 20007) over similar small geographic scales.

Evaluation with the less conservative p <0.01 and the exact tests yielded 13

additional, significant comparisons for Fsl values in the range of 0.0017 - 0.0076,
consistent with the level of fine-scale structuring documented among adjacent

fiords in Norway (Jorde et aI.2007). Visualization of results with a principle
coordinate analysis (PCA) demonstrated that the spring spawning inshore GOM
sites clustered separately from the winter spawning inshore GOM, offshore GOM
and southern sites, with Georges Bank positioned somewhat intermediately.
Comparison with our data from 2003-2005 of Wirgin et al. (2007) showed
consistency in the genetic composition of sites sampled in both studies, further
supporting the temporal stability of the population genetic structure we identified.

The majority of the genetic variation in this study can be explained by three major
groupings: a northern spring coastal complex that consists of spring spawners in
coastal GOM, a southern complex that consists of winter spawners in coastal
GOM and winter and spring spawners in the offshore GOM and southern New
England, and the northeastem Georees Bank spawners (see figure). The Georges
Bank population was strongly differentiated from the southern sites, and only
weakly so from the inshore GOM and similar to the offshore GOM. In addition to
the significant variation among the complexes, we also found significant variation
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within complexes (p<0.0001, using AMOVA, molecular analysis of variance),
indicating the presence of finer scale population differentiation.

Georges Bank
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We consider several mechanisms as potentially important in generating the fine-
scale genetic population structure that we observed. 1) Temporal differences in
spawning may have a genetic component, rather than being plastic (Bekkevold et
aI.2007); this is further supported by studies of captive populations that continue
to spawn at divergent times, despite similar environmental conditions (Ottera et
aL.2006). 2)The genetically divergent populations may exhibit alternate resident
and migrant strategies (Robichaud & Rose 2004). Howell et al. (2008) recently
showed that most spring-spawning cod in Ipswich Bay are sedentary residents.
The winter spawning and offshore populations may be more migratory. 3)
Spawning site fidelity may be conìmon, but some individuals may exhibitnatal
homing, which facilitates reproductive isolation, while others may behave like
"adopted migrants" (McQuinn 1997), whereby they follow the migratory
behaviors of nearby populations to which they disperse and recruit as juveniles. 4)
Environmental forces that affect the dispersal of early life stages or the migrations
of adults may differ among seasons or for inshore vs. offshore. For example,
larval dispersion models have shown that wind patterns in the GOM in the spring
and summer favor local retention, while those in the winter may force larvae to
drift with the currents offshore (Jim Churchill, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute, personal communication). 5) Lastly, the genetic structure revealed by
the markers today reflects a historical signal in the data set, such as postglacial
population expansion; the low genetic differentiation in general may reflect a
relatively recent history of Atlantic cod populations (Pampoulie et al. 2008).

The majority of the genetic differentiation in this study can be attributed to 2
highly informative markers, PanI and GmoI32, which had much higher per locus
Fsl values than the other markers (0.038 - 0.109 and 0.028 - 0.043 for PanI and
Gmol32, respectively, in comparison to 0.0012 for the mean of the other loci
combined). These two markers have been previously shown to be under selection
(Nielsen et at.2006, Pogson 2001), in contrast to most genetic markers used in
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population studies, which are presumed neutral. Results of Fsr outlier selection
tests confirmed that these loci were under selection in our study as well. The
differentiation of the major spawning groups could be explained by differing
allele frequencies of the PanI A allele, which was higher in the northern spring
complex than the southern complex or Georges Bank, and the GmoI32- lI7 and
135 alleles, which differed in the southern complex relative to the northern spring
complex and Georges Bank.

It is suspected that Gmol32 is linked to a gene with unknown function ("hitch-
hiking selection"; Nielsen 2006). PanI is located in a gene that codes for a

protein found in the membranes of microvesicles (Pogson 2001), but its relevant
function in fish is unknown. Pan I A & B allele frequencies follow different
patterns across the range of cod. Variation at Pan I has been correlated with
numerous factors, including temperature, salinity, depth, growth and migratory
behaviors. The covariates, however, differ among geographic locations; for
example, while the Pan I A allele has been linked to warm waters in Norway
(Westgard & Fevolden 2007), in Iceland it's the Pan B allele that dominates under
those conditions (Pampoulie et al. 06). In our study, no consistent pattem was
evident for temperature, salinity or depth in relation to the observed genetic
variation, and the variation in these potential factors was small among our
populations. A correlation of the Panl B allele with offshore migrations or
spawning has been found in populations in Norway, Iceland and Canada. This
relationship is consistent for our study, in that populations with the highest Panl
B allele are found in the southern complex and Georges Bank, the populations
that spawn offshore or are most likely to undertake offshore migrations.
However, the differences in allele frequencies were small, with the frequency of
the Pan I B allele occurring at 0.85-0.90 in the northern complex and near fixation
in the southern complex and Georges Bank. A correlation with growth cannot be
ruled out, as size differences have been documented for the GOM vs. other
populations (Tallack & Whitlock 2008), however, to our knowledge growth data
do not exist for the seasonally divergent spawning groups.

In conclusion, we found strong evidence for population genetic structure that is
not consistent with the 2-stock management model. Cod in US waters are broadly
structured into 3 groups: 1) a northern spring spawning coastal complex in the
GOM, 2) a southern complex consisting of winter-spawning inshore GOM,
offshore GOM and sites south of Cape Cod, and 3) a Georges Bank population.
These groups are temporally stable and the magnitude of genetic differentiation,
while not large, is sufficient to assign juveniles to their population of origin via
mixture modeling. Genetically distinct groups overlap spatially in the inshore
GOM, but are separated by temporal divergence in spawning behavior. We also
found evidence of finer-scale structuring within the southern complex. Our
results also support earlier findings that the Great South Channel may be
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influential in separating populations on the northeast Georges Bank from those
south of Cape Cod. We suggest that several mechanisms are operating
simultaneously to produce the population structure. Our finding that the majority
of the differentiation is attributed to two non-neutral loci, points to the importance
of local ecological adaptations. The particular selective forces shaping the
adaptive divergence, however, are yet unknown and warrant further study.
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This report is a summary of the workshop "Reconciling Spatial Scales and Stock
Structures for Fisheries Science and Management" held in Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, on fune 27-28,201l. The workshop was convened by New H"top-
shire Sea Grant and the Northeast Consortium as a public forum to discuss how
emerging data on fish stocks might be used to better manage fisheries. Rather
than summarize each talk, poster and discussion session individuall¡ this report
organizes outcomes within the three key questions that participants focused on.
This document should not, however, be considered a consensus statement of all
presenters and attendees.

Organizing Committee:

Dr. Michael Armstrong, Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries
Dr. Steve Cadrin, University of Massachusetts
Aaron Dority, Penobscot East Resource Center
Rachel Gallant Feeney, Northeast Consortium, Workshop Co chair
Capt. David Goethel, F/V Ellen Diøne
Dr. fake Kritzeg Environmental Defense Fund
Dr. Kenneth |. La Valle¡ New Hampshire Sea Grant College Program,

Workshop Co chair
Melissa Sanderson, Cape Cod Commercial Hook Fishermen's Association
Dr. Fred Serchuk, NOAA Fisheries Northeast Fisheries Science Center
Dr. Robert Stenech University of Maine
Melissa Vasquez, NOAA Fisheries Northeast Regional Offce
Dr. Jim Wilson, University of Maine

Sponsors:

Environmental Defense Fund
New England Fishery Management Council
New Hampshire Sea Grant College Program
Northeast Consortium
Penobscot East Resource Center
The Nature Conservancy
University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension

Report Preparation:

This summary report was compiled and edited by Rachel Gallant Feeney and
Dr. Ken f. La Valley in consultation with the Organizing Committee and several
workshop participants. Report design and layout are by Rebecca Zeiber, New
Hampshire Sea Grant.
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Capt. Paul Howard, Executive Dírector New England Fishery Management
Council

Marine spatial management has been an essential tool for fisheries conserva-
tion, stock rebuilding and gear conflict resolution in the Northeast. However, the
National Ocean Policy, the Bureau of Energy Management, Regulation and En-
forcement (BOEMRE) Task Force, and the movement towards ecosystem-based
fisheries management (EBM) are driving fishery managers, scientists, fishermen
and other stakeholders to better coordinate efforts and consider systems more
holistically.

The National Ocean Policy, adopted fuly 2010, established, among other things,
the National Ocean Council (NOC), regional planning bodies to coordinate
ocean management, and priority objectives towards ecosystem-based manage-
ment. Recentþ established by the governors of the five New England states, the
Northeast Regional Ocean Council (NROC) will likely be charged by the NOC
to develop and implement a coastal marine spatial management plan for our
area. This plan is to be submitted to the NOC for certifrcation by 2015.

The fishery management councils can add tremendous value to regional plan-
ning under the National Ocean Policy due to their 3O-year history of marine
resources management mandated by federal law, including use of best-available
science, inclusion of public input, representation of stakeholders and, more
recentl¡ movement towards ecosystem-based frsheries management. However,
the NOC has denied the requests of the regional councils to be members of the
regional planning bodies, citing a need for "more thoughtful consideration and
analysisl'Having only a consultative role for such an important ocean use -
commercial and recreational fisheries - is not adequate.

The National Ocean Policy was designed to coordinate federal activities. How-
ever, agencies are still striking out on their own. For example, the BOEMRE Task
Force is looking at the spatial needs for a single ocean use - offshore wind ener-
gy. Due to the Federal Advisory Committee Act, federal entities can only receive

advice from other federal entities. Therefore, the New England Fishery Manage-
ment Council cannot be members of the BOEMRE Task Force. Nevertheless, the
NEFMC is actively consulting with them about the areas being considered for
wind development.

There are several benefits to the NEFMC to move towards EBM. First, it would
simplify the current nine fishery management plans into potentially three based
on ecosystem production units (Gulf of Maine, Georges Bank and Southern New
England). A more comprehensive and coordinated approach to fishery interac-
tions and ecosystem constraints on rebuilding stocks can be afforded by EBM.
Smaller scale fisheries management can also enhance stewardship and the un-
derstanding and credibility ofscientific data. A transition strategy and vision for
this very difficult task of implementing ecosystem-based fisheries management is
currently under consideration by the NEFMC, so this workshop could not have
come at a more opportune time.



Overview

Fishermen and scientists are continually learning that stock boundaries of marine species are not always what was once

thought. Fishery managers often face dilemmas when ecological and management boundaries do not coincide. This public
workshop explored how fisheries managers can better use data on stock structure and ecological processes in achieving
sustainable fishery resources. Costs and benefits of using increasingly detailed data in management were discussed. Events

such as this afford opportunities to take a step bach examine the progress made to date, identify future needs as fisheries
and management approaches continue to change, and determine how to best meet present and future needs.

In addition to this final report, documentation of the worlcshop includes the posting of presentation slides with audio
recordings on the Internet, linkable from the websites of the Northeast Consortium and New Hampshire Sea Grant. Also,
preparations are under way for a special issue of the journal Fisheries Research to feature about 12 articles on the topics
submitted by the oral and poster presenters from the workshop. We aim for these to be helpful tools for the region as stake-

holders seek to continually improve fishing, research and resource management.

Key Questions

Ql: What do we know and what progress has been made?

Q2:What dowe need to know and howwillwe getthere?

Q3:What ora the social incentives, benefits and risks of alternotive
management scales?

Participants

More than l15 fisheries stakeholders attended the two-dayworkshop. Attendees included commercial fishermen, ñshing
sector managers, government and academic scientists, fishery managers, students and representatives of non-governmental
organizations.

Afñliation of Workshop Attcndacs

7% 2%

Geographic Distribution of Workshop Attendees
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Qt: What do we know and what progress
has been made?
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"The burden of proof is
on the frsheries scientists
for proving that chang-
ing the scale of man-
agement is warranted.
There needs to be careful
evaluotion to identify
when adding resolution
will improve the assess-

ment and sustainobility
of the resource."

- federal scientist

Identify evidence of spatial scale structure of populations ønd ecosystems and
provide examples where such spatial scales have been successfully ìncorporated

withìn a tnanagement context.

The assumed paradigms about the patterns of fish populations in northeast U.S.

waters are changing as fisheries science matures. The spawning site frdelity of
Atlantic salmon, once considered the exception, is becoming the rule as we better

understand the life history parameters of more species. Stocks of several species

intermix, particularþ while feeding, and the Great South Channel seems to be

where the boundaries of many stocks converge. Although we now see evidence of
population connectivity, the challenge is to measure it quantiñably.

When the modern era of fisheries management began in the 1970s, adminis-
trations, jurisdictions and data collection systems were designed based on the
prevailing theory of the day - that species' distributions were broad and homo-
geneous. With improvements in stock identification, there are increasing exam-
ples of mismatches between the scale of biological population structure and the

management units. Assessing and managing several independent populations as

a metapopulation (or the reverse) can lead to biases in stock assessment, result-

ing in reduced stock biomass estimates and a high probability of overexploita-

tion. However, it is very difficult to fit fine-scale data into a system that is based

on a broad theory. The resulting mismatch can lead to misperceptions of the
magnitude and distribution of population productivity.

Stock unit definitions are not set through the fishery management plans, but
rather they come out of the stock assessment process. The management plans in
New England tend to not consider interrelationships among species other than

technological (bycatch), because those relationships have been difficult to quan-

tify in the assessment process. A few attempts have been made to use dynamic
management, such as a flexible area access system adopted in l992,but there
have been difficulties in implementation, such as assimilating near real-time
biological and fishery data.

Why do we manage at the scales that we do? The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery

Conservation and Management Act mandates that a stock will be managed as a

unit throughout its range. fust because finer-scale stock structures are emerging

from the data, the whole science and management system does not necessarily

need to be overhauled. Careful evaluations of the costs and benefits of incor-
porating new information are needed. Simulation models are a useful tool for
exploring the potential consequences of having a mismatch between biological
and management scales.

Fisheries management can be best described as an experiment. There is a tre-
mendous amount that we have learned and mistakes have been made along the

wa¡ but we need to learn more. It is a collective enterprise and we have to think
about how we design the experiment as carefully as possible. The following are

a few case examples highlighted at the workshop of how our knowledge of the

spatial structure of fish populations is being refined and how that information is

(or is not) being used to more effectiveþ manage fisheries.
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Ql: Case Examples

Atlantic Cod

The solution to rebuilding depleted cod stocks in New England has been eva-
sive, but persistent research using a broad range of approaches is beginning to
shed new light on finer-scale population dynamics than were once accepted.
More evidence is emerging that cod express spawning site fideliry such that the
preservation of the remaining spawning activity might be critical to the long-
term productivity and sustainability of the stocks. As a result, there is heightened
concern today about local extirpation ofcod populations.

The'tod problem" is no more evident than in the eastern waters of the Gulf of
Maine, where despite virtually no fishing for cod in about two decades, cod have
yet to recover. Formerl¡ the inshore Gulf of Maine was a mosaic of spawning
areas, but today spawning areas are concentrated in southwestern areas. The
prevailing paradigm has been that cod from the Western Gulf of Maine would
re-populate eastern areas, but tagging, genetics, oceanographic and other stud-
ies suggest that the eastern area is more connected with the Bay of Fundy. It may
take a longer time frame to rebuild this area than was once hoped due to natural
oceanographic and biological processes.

Some cod stocks are rebuilding, particularþ in southern New England and West-
ern Gulf of Maine waters. Tagging combined with genetic analyses show more
connectivity of cod between these two areas than with Georges Bank. Rolling
closures that were established in the late 1990s to reduce fishing mortality have
incidentally protected cod spawning aggregations in several federal areas. How-
ever, recreational vessels and state waters are exempt from the rolling closures.
As cod stocks rebuild, there is a resurgence of spawning areas that become very
attractive areas to fish on. Massachusetts has implemented small-scale closures
within state waters for spawning protection in addition to what the federal roll-
ing closures provide. The transition to sector management for groundfish has
raised discussion about relaxing the rolling closures. From a mortality point of
view, this makes sense because mortality is now controlled by hard quotas, but
we need to be mindful about the implications for spawning protection.

4

"Targeted closures to pro-
tect spawning wíll benefrt
us oll. Cod and haddock
need to be left olone, else
the spawning is inter-
rupted."

- frsherman

"ln general, frshermen
think that there are more
frsh in the ocean than the
sci e ntifr c com mu nity has
defrned. Today, the catch
per un¡t effort for cod and
pollock in the Western
Gulf of Moine is as high as
they con remember. That
wasn't the case 10 years
ago."

- sector manager
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In general, there are greater dispersal barriers and genetic distinctions in fresh

water and anadromous environments than in marine systems; such is the case for
river herring and Atlantic herring. For management purposes, the total allow-
able catch of Atlantic herring is allocated into four management areas, roughly
reflecting the inshore and offshore composition of the herring stock complex. In
addition, inshore seasonal spawning closures in state waters restrict fishing ac-

tivities to protect spawning herring. New management strategies under develop-

ment for coast-wide river herring stocks also attempt to capture the underlying
seasonal spatial distribution of the species. River herring is listed federally as a

"species of Concerni' so managers must minimize bycatch of these stocks to aid
in their recovery. To understand where river herring bycatch has occurred at sea

in the Atlantic herring fisher¡ a spatial analysis of fishery-dependent data has

defrned smaller units than the statistical areas to mânage. Bottom trawl data from
NMFS surveys are being used to find other areas where river herring could be

encountered. Spatial and temporal options are being developed to monitor and

avoid river herring based on local abundance thresholds.

Lobster management is anything but simple. There are seven Lobster Conserva-

tion Management Areas that are designed to maintain the culture and history of
lobster management, but there are three stock units that are based on statistical
areas that do not necessarily match the population dynamics. The potential for
mismanagement is high with so many jurisdictional and biological boundaries

crossing each other. The 2009 stock assessment concluded that there is lobster

recruitment failure in southern New England, which contains part or all of six of
the seven management areas. Managers are now considering a five-year morato-
rium on the fishery in the south. Managers have been warned about the southern

stock for nearly a decade, but limited progress has occurred. Another misalign-
ment is the offshore management area, which contains three stock units. How
do you craft one set ofregulations to account for the varying conditions over the
range?
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One fishery where the biological and management units are aligned is striped

bass, and it is likely no coincidence that it is a fairly successful fishery. The Atlan-
tic States Marine Fisheries Commission formed in 1942 out of the need to better

coordinate the spatial management of migratory coastal stocks. The Commission
manages striped bass as one stock with individual production areas from North
Carolina to the Canadian border. The bulk of the stock (75-80yo) is based in the
Chesapeake Ba¡ and there are unique harvest restrictions for the Bay because

of the degree of resident fish. Striped bass is one of the most successful fishery
rebuilding efforts in recent history based on catch rates and young ofthe year

indices.

"Management units
should be consistent with
biological processes. The

spatial structure of popu-
Iations affects how they
respond to management
and harvest!'

- state biologist

"We currently have a
patchwork of spatial and
temporal monagement
actions!'

"Therewas a greot long-
Iine frshery for haddock
andcodfrom 1980to
2002 off of Chathom
involving 40-50 boats.
Today, there are only four
boats. AIso, the Area 1

haddock SAP [Special Ac-

cess Programl let us hove
an experimental frshery.
Thefrrstyear was really
goo4 butthe nextyear
we caught half as much,
and just o few frshermen
ore now frshing there.l see

frsh come, go and change
a lot.Thefrsh move up
and down the coast!'

-frsherman



Qt: Case Examples

Rainbow Smelt

Genetic data can improve our understanding of biological structure and help
converge the spatial scales of populations and management units. Anadromous
fish tend to be philopatric, characterized by local larvae retention and natal hom-
ing that can lead to population structuring on scales local to rivers or estuarine
retention zones. Population divergence results from lack ofgene flow in philopat-
ric systems, but can be homogenized by straying. The challenge is identiffing the
level of philopatry relative to straying, which varies among species, populations
and geographic regions. Rainbow smelt is a "Species of Concern' in the North-
east U.S., only found from Downeast Maine to Buzzard's Ba¡ Mass. A recent
NMFS Proactive Species Conservation Program has focused on increasing our
understanding of smelt population status and structure, including genetic diver-
sity and variation. Rainbow smelt do not spend much time in freshwater. Adults
spawn just above the head of the tide and larva are swept downstream to develop
in near-coastal waters. In this study of smelt from 1B rivers in the Northeast,
genetic differentiation was found to be on the low end for andromous fish, po-
tentially as a result of the short amount of time spent in natal rivers and retention
zones, and on a scale larger than that ofindividual estuaries or bays. Five geneti-
cally distinct groups of smelt were identified, with genetic differentiation overall
strongly correlated with geographic distance. Weak river-level structuring was
also evident with high gene flow among adjacent rivers, suggesting widespread
straying. The most genetically unique smelt were located within topographically
distinct features, such as capes or enclosed bays, suggesting that geomorphic fea-
tures influence larval retention. Genetically divergent populations are important
to identiff for proactive management as they may be more susceptible to pertur-
bations. Understanding the factors that influence the population structure aids
our ability to manage spatially appropriate population units.

Winter Flounder

Although winter flounder exhibits fine-scale population patterns, this species

is managed and assessed broadly as three unit stocks: Gulf of Maine, Georges
Bank and Southern New England/Mid-Atlantic. In 2008, the biomass of winter
flounder in the southern New England stock was estimated to be at a record low,
and the ûshery in this region has been closed since 2009. Despite the closure,
rebuilding has been slower than expected in many regions of Southern New Eng-
land. However, results from a recent industry-based survey suggest that a large
biomass of winter flounder is present in this area, indicating that winter floun-
der in the Great South Channel are exhibiting much greater productivity than
elsewhere in the Southern New Ëngland stock. From fishermen's knowledge and
historical tagging studies, we understand that the winter flounder in the Great
South Channel likely represent a mix of stocks, adults that migrate in seasonally
and resident spawning fish. Fishermen have advocated that winter flounder in
the Great South Channel should be managed as a distinct stock. This may benefit
fishermen and improve management.

'Fish have changed their
migratory patterns.
Yellowtailare more
concentrated in deeper
water. Winter flounder
spawn near shore, but
not in estuaries like we
thought. Haddockhave
pulled away from shore.
About 30 fathoms is the
shallowest you'll see

them."

: Jason Goldstcin [ \H

" I n fr sh eries m a nageme nt,
i d e ntifyi n g co n se rvati o n
units based on the scole
of bi ol og i ca I p rocesses
is of critical importance
beca u se spati a I stru ctu re
affe cts h ow p op u I ati on s

respond to monagement
octions."

- university scientist



Keynote Speaker

Dr. Simon Thorrold, Senior Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic lnstitution
"Population connectivity and the spatial scales of population structure in marine frshes"

Th. more we looh the more we find in terms of fine scale population structures. Understanding population structure is
I a necessary prerequisite for effective spatial management of marine fish. However, the spatial extent of an entire meta-

population may be of less significance to spatial management than connectivity rates among geographically isolated sub-
populations. Spatial management of marine fish populations depends on the following fundamental questions: Where did
spawning occur? Where did the population grow up? Is there natal homing? We can understand connectivity intuitivel¡
but it depends on the life history of the fish itself, and the problem is that we cannot track individuals through their full life
history. The question we are beginning to address is where on the larval settlement continuum a population exists, between
closed (natal homing) or open (random settlement).

Mathematically, we can create models that calculate the probability matrix of settlement, but the challenge is to test their
accuracy by measuring connectivity in the ñeld. To provide direct estimates of population connectivit¡ either through
natal homing or larval dispersal, two studies are shedding new light on the degree of fine-scale population structure in the
ocean. In the first, we used otolith geochemistry as a natural tag to retrospectiveþ determine natal origins of spawning
weakfish (Cynoscion regalis) collected from five major estuaries along the U.S. East Coast. There is much more population
structure, as evidenced by natal homing, than was implied by any of the conventional genetic approaches. Adults spawn
and larvae are retained in estuaries and embayments throughout its range from Florida to Maine. There is no genetic differ-
entiation among adult weakfish, but isotopes from otoliths have identified natal homing areas. For managers, these results
help confirm that the actions taken to protect spawning in a particular area will pay offfor that same area in the long-run.

Juvenile weakfish spend several months in natal estuaries, so it is not far-fetched to imagine that they can find their way
back. This type of finding generates momentum for actions at local levels.

The second study examined larval dispersal of coral reef fish in Kimbe Ba¡ Papua New Guinea using TRAnsgenerational
Isotope Labeling (TRAIL) and DNA parentage analysis. Mature females were injected with a barium solution that had a
unique isotopic ratio, which was then incorporated into the eggs and thus the embryonic otoliths. This produces hundreds
of thousands of tagged larvae. Fin clips have also been used for DNA parentage analysis and for identifying movement
rates. Estimates of self-recruitment within a small marine reserve for both clownfish (Amphiprion perculø) and butterflyfish
(Chaetodon vagabundus) were similar (-507o), despite the fact that clownfish spawn demersal eggs with a pelagic larval du-
ration of 10-14 days compared to 30-¿0 days for the butterflyfrsh. We have also tracked larvae of both species for distances
up to 30 km from their natal reei suggesting that at least some individuals do indeed disperse long distances. It was deter-
mined that the marine protected areas are large enough to sustain populations and that fish from those areas were traveling
to open areas. About 607o of fish in the fishing zones are coming from the no-activity zones. This information is being used
to inform and empower local stakeholders in the design and implementation of a comprehensive management strategy for
the diverse coral reefs of Kimbe Bay. The fishermen are now seeing the benefits of protecting certain areas.

Taken together, these studies suggest that optimal spatial scales for most marine fish stocks are likeþ to be significantly
smaller than those used currently in fisheries management. We still know remarkably little about fish movements, and
comprehensive spatial management cannot occur without a basic understanding of movements. We also need to be aware
of the limitations to data. Philopatry seems to be a defining characteristic of many marine fish. The more we use techniques
to identify movements, the more homing patterns we see. The increasing evidence of homing patterns in fish populations is
empoweringlocal communities to make a difference, averting the 'tragedy of the commonsl'
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Identifu critical information, processes, and scientifc and managerial require-

ments needed to achieve fisheries ffionagement at approPriate ecological scales,

Alignment of fish population management with natural ecological processes may

be an improvement upon traditional approaches and more appropriate within
an ecosystem-based management context. However, moving from single species

management - something that has been in place for several decades of evolv-

ing management plans - into more complex system governance is not a trivial
proposal. Ecosystem-based management takes into account the interactions

among the components of the ecosystem, which includes humans as one integral
component. With limited available data and resources, how can we move in the

direction of finer scale management or at least manage at more appropriate eco-

logical scales? Do we understand the socioeconomic implications of doing so?

Workshop participants were asked to identify critical information, processes, and

scientific and managerial requirements needed to achieve fisheries management
at appropriate ecological scales. Comments and individual perceptions were

recorded and synthesized into three common themes: Fundamental Concerns,
Data Requirements and Management.

Spatial management of marine fish populations depends on several fundamental
questions: Where did spawning occur? Where did the population grow up? Is

there natal homing? The problem becomes immediately clear - the science of
today is unable to track the full life history of marine species. Intuitivel¡ fisheries

scientists understand that connectivity between spawning aggregations and cur-
rent stock delineations are happening, but are currently unable to clearly identify
these critical linkages. From these fundamental questions, common concerns

were brought to light, questioning the need to manage at ñner scales and if so, at

what level (spawning aggregation, geographically and/or genetically separated

units, etc.). What is the "point of diminishing returns" between gathering more

data and taking a management action? There are trade-offs between precision

with finer scale science versus meeting biological and management goals.
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"We know remarkably
little aboutfrsh mave-
ments, and comprehen-
sive spati al m a n ag e ment
can't occur without a
basic understanding of
movements. Estimating
connectivity is the biggest
hurdle in spatial manage-
ment."

- university scientist

"The question frsheries
scientists can begin to
address is where on the
Iarval settlement conti n-
uum a population exists,
between closed (natal
homing) or open (random
settlement)!'

- university scientist

"When there is a mis-
match in scale between
biolagicaland manage-
ment units, o sustainable
resource model is difñcult
to attain.We need to
weigh the potentiol costs
of changing assessment
units with the cosfs of not
doing so!'

- federal scîentist



"Genetic and isotopic
techniques to identify
p o p u I ati o n co n n ectivity
are expensive ond time-
co n su m i n g. We don't need
this data on every species.

We should be developing
larval dispersal models on
select and commercially
important species."

- federal scientist

"We need to identify and
protect additional spawn-
ing aggregations.The
industry-based cod
survey has produced
several years of valuable
data but has not yet been
suffrciently used."

- state scientist

"We need to understand
th e re I ative co ntri b uti o n s

of spawning areas as a
frrst step to determin-
ing the level of frne-scale
ma nag ement requ i red for
a given stock."

- state scientist
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Collaborative frsheries research has been a strong component of fisheries science

in the Northwest Atlantic for more than a decade. Over this time, significant
investments have been made in understanding fish movement and distribution
patterns through tagging programs, fleet monitoring efforts and genetic analyses.

In addition, bio-oceanographic analysis of primary productivity, larval dispersal

and nutrient uptake has improved understanding of the dynamics of the Gulf of
Maine ecosystem. In addition, substantial efforts have been undertaken to im-
prove our understanding of historical spawning aggregations, fishing effort and

changes in natal homing regions.

When asked "What do we need to know?" to manage at appropriate ecologi-

cal scales, participants were quick to point out that rich data is available and

that scientists need to re-visit and better utilize this data pool to consider finer
scale systems approaches to management. However, critical "gupd' in our under-
standing of ecosystem processes were identified. More investment is needed to
understand trophic level relationships, feeding and spawning linkages, source

populations and mixing (connectivity). In addition, better tracking of commer-

cial fishing effort on both spatial and temporal scales would improve biologists'

understanding of stock movement and would greatly facilitate adaptive manage-

ment approaches. Single-species management is counter to how multi-species

fisheries function. Additional research to improve understanding of how frshing

gear operates and how it impacts species, both individually and as a heteroge-

neous population, is needed.

Photo credit: Rebecca ZeiberlNHSG



Ecosystem-based management (EBM) is an innovative management approach

that considers the whole ecosystem, including humans and the environment,
rather than managing resources in isolation. This differs substantially from the

current or traditional management system. In light of recent changes from the

days-at-sea paradigm to resource allocation, fisheries scientists' understanding of
stock connectivity and trophic level dynamics will be important for the sustain-
able management of Northwest Atlantic fisheries to move forward. In fact, the

2010 National Ocean Policy identifred EBM and marine spatial planning as the

primary tools for ocean resource management. In order to move towards finer-
scale or ecologically appropriate controlling units, managers must have clearly
articulated and evaluatable goals. What is management trying to manage - a

population, a stock or a spawning component? With clarit¡ assessments can be

tailored and reflective of a more dynamic system. Participants were concerned

that, when faced with immediate concerns, management and science may ignore

complex population structure in lieu of a more practical homogeneous stock
assumption. Another common discussion point was the need for a more flex-
ible management structure that would allow for adaptation to dynamic ocean

processes.

I

I

j
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"When the multispecies
plan was adopted in the
mid-|980s, it was an effort
to move oway from the
single species manage-
ment box; we da multispe-
cies manogement with
si n g íe-stock constrai nts.
Those constraints aren't
going oway, but only
increasing with frner scale
information!'

- management stoff

"We need a clearvision
and leadership fram the
New England Fisheries
Management Cauncil!'

- frsherman

"There needs to be regu-
Ior strategic eval uatio n
of spatial management
as part of biological, so-
cial ond economic impact
ossessments!'

- monagement staff
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".5patial cottsiderations for ecosystern-based frshery inanageinent on the iVorfheri.sf
U.S. Conti nen tsl 5helf"

-l-h. National Ocean Policy (2010) puts ecosystem-based management and marine spatial planning as primary tools for
I ocean resource management, and the Northeast Fisheries Science Center is designing a "roadmap" toward that end.

One step is to identify spatial management units based on the ecological production units of the Northeast Continental
Shelf. We currently have geographically specifred stock structures that remain at the heart of management plans, but there
are a large number of potentially different definitions of the geographical extent of stocks. For the historical catch data, the
finest spatial scale we have is 10 minute squares (-100 square miles), but these boundaries are not ecologically relevant;
there is strong evidence of finer scale processes. We need to consider nested or hierarchical spatial scales that would take
into account the protection of concentrations of vulnerable species (e.g., cold water corals, sea turtles, etc.).

For a more integrated approach to defining spatial management units, a number of variables need to be incorporated. The
physiographic variables include bathymetry and surficial sediments. The physical oceanographic and hydrographic mea-
surements include sea surface temperature, annual temperature span and temperature gradients. The biotic measurements
include satellite-derived estimates of chlorophyll-a and primary production. Chlorophyll gradient metrics are included to
capture frontal zone positions. We employed principle components and K-means cluster analyses to define spatial units,
and the results showed seven major ecological production units on the shelf including: Eastern Gulf of Maine-Scotian
Shelf, Western-Central Gulf of Maine,Inshore Gulf of Maine, Georges Bank-Nantucket Shoals, Intermediate Mid-Atlantic
Bight, Inshore Mid-Atlantic Bight and Continental Slope (Cape Hatteras to Georges Bank).

We suggest a spatial management structure that consolidates ecological subareas so that nearshore regions are considered
special zones nested within the adjacent shelf regions and have similar treatments as the continental slope regions. This
leads to four major units that could form the base of management plans: Mid-Atlantic Bight, Georges Bank, Western-
Central Gulf of Maine and Scotian Shelf-Eastern Gulf of Maine. A transition to place-based management strategies under
the tenets of ecosystem-based fishery management will also require harmonizing the emerging perspectives on population
structures with the broader context of ecological production units that may serve as potential spatial management units.

With the increasing ability to track and map where fleets are operating, we can better integrate the human and ecological
aspects of the situation. We need to find common spatial frames of reference that would meet multiple objectives together,
such as combining right whale exclusion zones and fishery closed areas. We need to consider how gear operates and how it
impacts species, both individually and as a heterogeneous population. Single-species management runs counter to the way
that the fisheries operate - on a mix of species. We need a multispecies perspective right from the start. If sectors operate
as cooperatives and share information, they can help identifii where choke species occur and help avoid them. We can take
advantage of fishermen's wisdom to avoid problems.
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Q¡:What are the social incentives, benefits
a nd risks of a lternative ma nagement sca les?

Gh,enfine-scale stock structure pat'teÍfls, what types of fisheries management
approaches will maximize our knowledge about ecosystem structure and

function? Specifically considet consequences of management units that are too
large vs. those that are too small. Identify the potential impacts on access and
utilization of catch allocations by the fishing community.

We are discovering a wide range of fish processes that occur at scales much
smaller than the fish stock units as presentþ defined, and that when the spatial
scale that restrains fishing exceeds the fish population scale, there can be

local extirpation of population components. This leads one to ask if management
needs to occur at finer scales than at present and how governance should be

organized to accurately account for the structure of the ecosystem. Can fisheries
management be redefined to understand the system better? Over the years, a

tremendous web ofgoverning bodies, governance processes and boundaries has

been created, driven by the U.S. Constitution down to local, community norms.
We are continually searching for ways to govern ourselves more efficiently and

economically. The major problem that fine-scale science is raising is a gover-

nance problem.

Matching ecological and management scales can create incentives for harvesters

to participate in the science and decision-making to steward local resources for
both present and future use. However, managing at too fine a scale may increase

the governance system compleúty such that its effectiveness is reduced. The

potential is great for social and economic costs to the fishing industry from
changing management boundaries and scales. There needs to be a careful
balance between over- and under-managing resources. Keeping data collection
as simple and effcient as possible will be key to incentivizing the industry to
participate. In some cases, the science does not yet justifr new management par-

adigms. There need to be clear benefits of new governance systems that outweigh
deficiencies in present governance systems. For example, lowering the fishing
mortality rate mayproduce the desired results more efficiently than managing at

a finer scale. What follows are a few examples highlighted at the workshop of the
social implications of fishery scales.

"When does our
p rocti ca I expe ri e nce o r
our science tell us thot
we have to change?
What is the tipping
point?"

- anthropologist

"Fishermen haven't
frshed using their minds
since 1996. The only
challenge now is to
avoid bycatch."

- fisherman

"Organizations are
typically nested
hierarchies, but there are
informalstructures of
information flow to
serve interests. When
you have a degree of
independence at the
local level, self interest
drives people to frnd
i nfor m ati o n th at solves
problems. lt can lead
to more effrcient or-
ganizotions."

- university faculty

Photo credit: Rachel Feeney/l.,lEC
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Q¡: Case Examples

"Some boundaries are
culturally or belief-
driven and if we try
to change them, we'll
be banging our heads
against the wall!'

- state biologist

Phot. crctlit: fìcbecca Zcitrcr: Nlâ

"We can't prosecute the
TAC [total allowoble
catchl because of the
rolling closures. The frsh

are only here at certain
times a year. It's useless

to have a TAC."

- fisherman

American Lobster

In many ways, the American lobster fishery in Maine is considered to be a col-

lective action success. The laws, rules and norms are largely supported by the

lobstermen due to the high level of participation in management. Lobster zones

were established in 1996 and have the authority to limit the number of traps,

the time of day that fishing can occur and entry into the fishery. The state com-

missioner must adopt the zone regulations unless deemed unreasonable, so

the power is really within the seven elected zone councils. Lobster zones have

restrained the spatial extent of fishing and slowed down fishing pressure to where

the scale of fishing is similar to the scale of the population. Since 1996,landings

have doubled as the resource has increased, but there has also been a 15%o decline

in the number of licenses.

The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission is currently recommending

trap reductions to heþ limit landings, but this is unlikely to have a significant

effect unless the number of traps is severely reduced. Trap density reductions

have effects at the local level, such as increasing catch per trap, less gear conflicts
and edge effects. In 2008, a survey of lobstermen showed a broad concern about

the number of traps and a willingness to reduce traps. There was a general belief

that the resource was either stable or declining and there were concerns about

the cost ofbait. A proposal for trap reductions was then created, but was sPectac-

ularly shut down due to distributional concerns. At the district (sub-zone) level,

the survey showed very strong agreement about reductions. Thus, scale at which

agreements about reductions will occur may need to be at very local levels.

13



Q¡: Case Examples

Atlantic Cod

Although Atlantic cod in the Gulf of Maine are managed as a single stock, recent
evidence suggests the existence of at least two genetically distinct stocks and
a mosaic of spawning aggregations that are temporally and spatially distinct.
Many of these spawning aggregations, particularly along mid-coast and eastern
Maine, have been extirpated through fishing activities. Increasing exploitation
of spawning aggregations in the southern Gulf of Maine by both the recreational
and commercial fleets has raised concerns over the future viability of these ag-
gregations. A call to close these areas to protect spawning activities came from
the active recreational and commercial participants in these fisheries. In response
to these concerns, three small-scale spawning closures have been implemented
in recent years, two in Massachusetts state waters and one in the federal waters
offNew Hampshire. The boundaries and timing of these closures were designed
using information provided by commercial and recreational fishermen and
through observations of fleet activities.

Continued rebuilding of the Gulf of Maine Atlantic cod stock(s) and the realiza-
tion of future economic gains are predicated on the preservation of recruitment
from existing spawning activity. Preservation of spawning diversity will likely
result in greater stability ofthe exploited cod stocks that could reduce
dramatic swings in allowable harvest, benefiting fishermen, processors and
fishing communities. Spawning closures cause a signiûcant short-term hardship
for fishermen, but the understanding within the fleets is that they will result in
long-term gains. The negative effects of the closures may be greater for commer-
cial and recreational fishermen who are constrained to fishing nearshore because
of vessel limitations because most of the spawning cod disperse offshore when
the spawning activities cease.

Surf Clams

The surf clam assessments have consistently determined that the stock is not
overfished and overfishing is not occurring, yet recruitment has been dropping
since 1999. However, commercial fishing is not considered the primary cause.
The warming of Atlantic waters and paraþic shellfish poisoning from pollu-
tion is constraining the surf clam fishery to Mid-Atlantic areas relative to its
traditional range (Virginia to New Bedford, Mass.). These stressors heighten
the importance of re-examining the scale of management. An alternative stock
structure should be considered in the next assessment because variability within
the stock area is increasing. The industr¡ scientists and managers have been
cooperating to manage this fishery since well before the Magnuson-stevens Act.
This fishery began in Long Island, but has expanded throughout its range, and so
the definition of community has grown with it. There are organizations that form
and disappear (via radio, cell phone, texting) as they compete and cooperate with
each other. This history ofcollaboration strengthens current efforts to preserve
the resource for sustainable harvests.

"What are the manoge-
ment objectives? Local
management? Maxi-
mum sustainable yield?
And/or the National
Ocean Policy?"

-. I

Photo credit: Rchccca Zciber \HSG
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Q3: Case Examples

"Do federal laws need
to be revised further to
b ette r fa ci I itate e cosy s-

tem-based manage-
ment?"

- lawyer

Photo crcdit: B. Bcal,ULlñl
ffi

Sea Scallops

Sea scallops are managed as a single stock throughout their range and occur in
discrete offshore fishing grounds from Georges Bank to Cape Hatteras, N.C. The

fishery is managed under an area ¡otation scheme, a spatially-explicit strategy
that closes areas to fishing for variable lengths of time to
promote scallop growth, reduce bycatch of finñsh and mitigate habitat impacts.
This strategy resulted in $400 million dockside revenues in 2010 from a fleet of
350 vessels. However, bycatch of yellowtail flounder in the scallop fishery has

constrained scallop harvest resulting in economic losses. Recentl¡ regulated
accountability measures for yellowtail flounder bycatch in the scallop fishery
have imposed time and area frshing closures that do not incorporate social and
economic incentives for the fleet to avoid bycatch. In 2010, a yellowtail flounder
bycatch avoidance system that uses fishery-dependent, spatially specific infor-
mation in real-time to avoid bycatch hotspots was introduced. The voluntary
program incorporates incentives to maximize scallop yield, maintain traditional
fishing grounds and participate in self-enforcement. The spatial and temporal
scales for yellowtail avoidance are designed to provide useful information to the
fleet without negativeþ impacting normal frshing operations. Suggested move-
ments to facilitate bycatch avoidance are on the scale of three miles or less and
updates are provided daily. These fine-scale adjustments incorporate the social
and economic objectives for scallop harvest, and the program has been success-

ful, creating incentives for fishermen to share catch information. Results include
reduced catch of overfished yellowtail flounder stocks and extended access to
lucrative scallop grounds.

Sea Urchins

The urchin fishery in Maine is a classic boom-and-bust fisher¡ and its demise is
largely because the scale of management has been too large. Asian markets were

opened to Maine urchins in 1987, and by 1993 the urchin fisheryhad peaked as

the second most valuable fishery in the state. Modest management began in 1992

with a license requirement, and regulations increased over time. The co-manage-
ment system was created in 1996 with two zones and an advisory panel of indus-
try members and scientists. Regulations were enacted at the state level but the
relevant biological dynamics appear to occur at the scale of individual ledges. On
each ledge, as urchins were removed by harvesting, keþ and other seaweeds grew
and urchin predators like crabs moved in, thus extirpating them. The scale of the
zones maintained an open access environment on each ledge; fishermen had no
incentives to be selective or cooperate to conserve the resource. In Nova Scotia,

leaseholds for urchins have been tried, but with mixed success. The resource

was hit by disease,leaving little incentive for fishermen to invest in conservation
practices. The zones were too big for harvesters to manage and harvest the entire
area. Some ledges shifted to urchin barrens. If Maine went to a quota system to
prevent overfishing, a total allowable catch would need to be set for each ledge,

which would be exceedingly difficult or impossible. Leaseholds, however, may
work more effectively than they did in Nova Scotia because urchins in the colder
shallow waters found in Maine are less prone to disease. More research is needed

to assess the feasibility of such a system for the Maine fishery. The size of individ-
ual leaseholds should be matched to the scale of harvesting to avoid overfishing.
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SpeakerKeynote

Dr. Ana M. Parma, Research Scientist, Centro Nacional Patagónico, Puerto Madryn,
Chubut, Argentina

"Balancing scales - Opportunities and challenges in the management of spatially
structured frsheries"

Jn artisanal, small-scale fisheries, experience shows that fisheries management approaches that rely on centralized assess-

Iments and top-down enforcement of regulations are doomed to fail because of ineffective enforcement and prohibitive
costs of monitoring fish resources and landings. Command-and-control approaches can be ineffective when landing sites

are spread out along the coasts, often in remote places without any port infrastructure. Furthermore, persistent gradients
in regional productivity may require data at fine spatial resolution to adjust harvesting controls and reference points to
local conditions. This is most evident in benthic shellfish fisheries that target stocks of sedentary organisms, for which the
assumptions of conventional fisheries models do not hold. Fishermen's participation - provided the right incentives are in
place - is the only feasible alternative to collect the information needed to make decisions at the appropriate spatial scale
and to achieve compliance with regulations.

Teruitorial Use Rights in Fisheries (TURFs) offer a suitable alternative to command-and-control approaches for fisheries
that target relativeþ sedentary species, such as benthic invertebrates or reef fish. Th.y combine managing at the local scale,

allocation of access to the resource by space rather than catch and a community-based governance structure. As such, they
provide incentives for fishermen to cooperate in the management of their local resources and allowlocal experimenta-
tion and adjustments of harvest controls to reflect local productivity. This is exemplified bythe Chilean loco (Concholepas

concholepøs) fishery, in which the implementation of TURFs stopped the 'race to fishl Exclusive access to fishing grounds
encouraged fishermen to protect the resources therein and to invest in local enforcement of access rights and self-imposed
regulations. Overall, this heþed stabilize and rebuild a frshery that had previousþ collapsed under open access, and for
which a program of limited entry and individual quotas proved unenforceable and unable to control harvest rates.

But the design of a TURF system poses signifrcant challenges. Resource assessment programs and management institu-
tions need to be restructured in order to provide technical support at a diversity of nested spatial scales. In the Chilean
system, each TURF needs its own procedure for setting catch quotas, so some form of local assessment needs to be con-
ducted. How do institutions provide support at the small scale when there are hundreds of TURFs scattered along the
coasts? Simple control rules driven by the results of local participatory sr¡rveys offer a practical alternative to centralized
full stock assessments. Professionals working at the local level (the "barefoot ecologist" proposed by Ieremy Prince) can
facilitate assessments and heþ organize communities. While TURFs are spatially discrete, they are not biologicall¡ socially
or economically independent. This requires standardization of monitoring indicators and regional coordination of surveys,
management plans and marketing. In addition, because populations within TURFs are not isolated but are interconnected
by larval dispersal, the incentives to protect local resources are not complete and a sort of 'tragedy of the larval commons"
can develop. Even iflocal resources are overharvested, larvae can enter from neighboring areas. Therefore, TURF perfor-
mance improves with regional coordination.

Most critical challenges are those related to the size of TURFs and the distribution of access privileges that need to take
into account not only the biology ofthe target resources but also the social geography and traditional practices ofthe fish-
ing communities. Differences in local productivity of frshing grounds in Chile created marked contrasts in the economic
viability and performance of TURFS along the coast. TURFs have to be big enough to be profitable and buffer the spatial
variability of recruitment, but small enough to be enforceable.
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Keynote Speaker

Are TURFS always best? No. TURFS will be unsuitable when the spatial dynamics of the fishery is variable and the spatial

scale of feasible TURFs is too small to buffer the variability of local recruitment. When the fleet is dynamic, following the

pulses of productivity, it is unwise to assign access rights to small stretches of coast because frshermen would be locked

into territories that are too small to be viable. What are the alternatives? Where global stock assessments and enforcement

of catch allocation are possible, quotas may be more suitable than territorial rights. This is the case in the tehuelche scal-

Iop (Aequipecten tehuelchøs) ñshery of Peninsula Valdes, Argentina - an artisanal diving fishery currently managed under

limited entry and individual quotas assigned to permit holders. Where global stock assessments are not feasible, central-

ized enforcement is ineffective and fishing practices are nomadic - such as in the Chilean macha (Mesodesma donacium)

fishery - local management with the flexibility of access at larger spatial scales may be most appropriate.

Clearþ one size does not fit all in terms of management strategies. The search for solutions to the global fishery crisis has

been marked by a tendency to oversell management tools. But solutions need to be tailored to the specifics of the fisher¡
following some general guidelines. Management systems need to encourage responsible behavior in all sectors by clarify-

ing access rights, ensuring transparency and accountability, and addressing enforcement problems. The latter is perhaps the

most pervasive Achilles heel in small-scale frsheries. Compliance with rules needs to be encouraged by self-interest but also

by strong penalties on rule violations. We need both carrot and stick approaches. The stick does not need to be just in the

hand of the management authority, but in the local community as well.

Photo credit: Rebecca ZeiberlNHSG



Conclusions

When the modern era of fisheries management began in the 1970s, adminis-
trations, jurisdictions and data collection systems were designed based on the
prevailing theory of the day: species' distributions were broad and homogeneous.
The assumptions are changing as fisheries science matures. With improvements
in stock identification, tracking and molecular genetics, there are increasing
examples of mismatches between the scale of biological population structure and
management units. When the spatial scale that restrains fishing exceeds the fish
population scale of resident habitat, there can be local extirpation of population
components (e.9., Maine urchin). It is likeþ no coincidence that ñsheries are fair-
ly successful where the biological and management units are well-aligned (e.g.,

striped bass). Evidence is growing that more and more species express spawn-
ing site fidelity (e.g., cod), such that the preservation of the remaining spawning
activity might be critical to the long-term productivity and sustainability of the
stocks.

Rich data sets are available that scientists need to revisit and better utilize.
However, critical "gupr" remain in our understanding of ecosystem processes.

Although we now see more discrete population processes and evidence of
population connectivity, the challenge is to make robust quantitative measure-
ments that track the full life history of marine species. More investment is

needed in understanding trophic relationships, feeding and spawning linkages,
source populations and mixing. Genetic data are improving our understanding
ofbiological structure and helping to converge the spatial scales ofpopulations
and management units. As science continues to improve our understanding of
fish population structure, managers will be faced with determining what'scale"
is appropriate for a given species. This will involve more than biological consid-
erations, but the societal and economic impacts of scale change to local, state and
regional fishing communities. In some cases, the science does not yet justif new
management paradigms.

The movement towards ecosystem-based fisheries management and marine
spatial planning, driven in part by the 2010 National Ocean Polic¡ is challenging
fishery managers, scientists, fishermen and other stakeholders to better coordi-
nate efforts and consider systems more holistically. However, moving from single
species management - something that has been in place for several decades of
evolving management plans - into more complex system governance is not a
trivial proposal. The potential for mismanagement is high with so many jurisdic-
tional and biological boundaries crossing each other. We have a tremendous web
of governance, and what we are continually searching for is a wayto govern our-
selves more efficiently and economically. There need to be clear benefits of new
governance systems that outweigh defrciencies in present governance systems to
justift change.

The worlcshop made clear that management units should be consistent with bio-
logical processes, and that the major problem that finer-scale science is raising is

a governance problem. Ecosystem-based management is uncomfortable because
the nuances are obscure, but we need to keep pushing fisheries science, manage-
ment and stakeholder dialogue forward towards more sustainable solutions.

"lf frsheries manage-
ment wos easyt we
would have solved the
problems by now. lt is a
diffrcult enterprise."

- federal scientist

Ph()t(ì ùrùdit: Rcbccc¡ Zcrbt¡' \llSG

"lf we make more mis-
takes with the science,
we won't have a frshery.

is in frshermen. We ore
not the industry. The

scientists have good
jobs, normal, civilized
lives. Now that you are
the industry, you need
to do good science and
management to keep us
guys warking.l hope you
know what you are talk-
ing about."

- frsherman
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Workshop Contributors

Oral presentations

Karen Alexander, University of New Hampshire
"Catch density and the spatial distribution of fisheries"

Michael A. Armstrong, Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries
"The application of small scale fishery closures to protect Atlantic cod spawning aggregations"

Robert Beal, Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
"Relationship of political boundaries, stock structure and the interstate management process"

Yong Chen, University of Maine
"spatial scale and population structure in modeling frsheries population dynamics"

famie Cournane, University of New Hampshire
"spatial and temporal patterns of river herring bycatch in the directed Atlantic herring fishery"

Carolyn Creed, Rutgers University
"Climate change and scale issues in Atlantic surfclam management"

Greg DeCelles, University of Massachusetts Dartmouth
"Reconsidering the spatial scale of winter flounder management in southern New England"

Denise Desautels, NOAA Fisheries Northeast Regional Office
"Legal considerations and implications of reconciling stock and management boundaries"

Daniel Goethel, University of Massachusetts Dartmouth
"Modeling spatially structured populations in stock assessments: Trying to keep pace with population ecology"

Teresa Johnson, University of Maine
"Socio-ecological mismatches and the collapse of the Maine sea urchin fishery"

Lisa Kerr, University of Massachusetts Dartmouth
"Ecological and frsheries consequences of a mismatch between biological population structure and management units of
Atlantic cod in U.S. waters"

Adrienne Kovach, University of New Hampshire
"Identifying the spatial scale of population structure in anadromous rainbow smelt"

Sean Lucey, Northeast Fisheries Science Center
"spatially explicit operational fisheries in New England"

David Martins, University of Massachusetts Dartmouth
"Improved management of southern New England cod ñsheries based on movement patterns and stock structure"

Tom Nies, New England Fishery Management Council
"Challenges to incorporating fine-scale spatial structure into management of northeast multispecies"
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Cate O'Keefe, University of Massachusetts
"Incorporating incentives to define spatial and temporal scales for Accountability Measures' in the Atlantic sea

scallop plart''

Graham Sherwood, Gulf of Maine Research Institute
"The downeast cod problem and how to begin to deal with it"

Carl Wilson, Maine Department of Marine Resources
'Are Maine's Lobster Zones sized appropriately for decisions to be made?"

|im Wilson, University of Maine
"What does the spatial complexity of ocean ecology mean for the human side of the system?"

lndustry panel

Bill Chaprales, F/V Rueby, Marstons Mills, Mass.

David Goethel, F/V Ellen Dianne, Hampton, N.H.

foe |urek, F/V Mystique Lady, Gloucester, Mass.

Mike Walsh, F/V Tøhomø, Stoughton, Mass.

fosh Wiersma, Northeast Fishery Sectors XI & XII, Inc.

Poster presentat¡ons

Alia Al-Humaidhi and fames A. Wiison
"Scaling down fisheries management: Can we take it too far?"

Edward P. Ames
"Alewives and the cod family: Insights into their relationship during the 1920s"

N. David Bethoney and Bradley Schondelmeier
"Alternative scales to address river herring bycatch in U.S. Northwest Atlantic mid-water trawl fisheries"

Heather Deese, Robert Snyder, Shey Conover and Amanda LaBelle
"What do maps of fishing grounds tell us about fish, fishermen and fisheries management?'

Christopher Gurshin, W Huntting Howell and f. Michael Jech
"Synoptic acoustic and trawl surveys of spring-spawning Atlantic cod in Ipswich Bay''

Anna Henry and Yong Chen
"Developing a sentinel groundfrsh survey/fishery in the eastern Gulf of Maine"

Adrienne I. Kovach, David Berlinsþ, Timothy S. Breton and Amanda Clapp
"Fine-scale adaptive genetic variation in Atlantic cod'

William B. Leavenworth, Karen Alexander and feffBolster
"Comparing spatial distribution of historical and modern fisheries in the Gulf of Maine"
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Workshop Contributors

Ellen McCann Labbe, Theo Willis, Karen Wilson, |ason Stockwell and Zachary Whitener
"Population genetic structure of river herring in the Gulf of Maine"

Derek Olson and Yong Chen
"Designing surveys to monitor fine-scale dynamics of depleted populations"

fason D. Stockwell, Zachary Whitener, Ellen McCann Labbe, Theo Willis and Karen Wilson
'Alewife stock structure in the Gulf of Maine'

Douglas Zemeckis, William Hoffman, Michael P. Armstrong and Steven X. Cadrin
"Movements of Atlantic cod from a Massachusetts Bay spring spawning ground'

Rapporteurs

Sharon Benjamin, Penobscot East Resource Center

Christian Canache, University of New Hampshire

Ben Metcalf, University of New Hampshire

Resources

To view recordings of presentations made at the workshop, please visit:

http://www.northeastconsortium.org/about/events.shtml

http://extension.unh.edu/marine/FA-FMGMT.htm

N.H. Sea Grant College Program

University of New Hampshire
Durham, N.H.03824
603.749.t565
www.seagrant.unh.edu
UNHMP.PR-SG-11-18
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TIMOTHY P. MURRAY
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

DEVAL L. PATRICK
GOVERNOB

The Honorable John E. BrYson

Secretary of Commerce

U.S. Department of Commerce

1401 Constitution Ave., NW

Washington, D.C. 20234

Dear Secretary Bryson:

IQ) 
EGEilVE |ill

tlll JAN o o zü12 V)

NEW ENGLAND FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

I write to express my concern regard¡ng the recent news surrounding

the new preliminary stock assessments indicating a dramatic change t9 the

Gulf of Maine (GoM) cod. As you know, cod is both a key symbol of the

Commonwealth's natural heritage, and a key component of our fishing

industry. Because cod is such an integral part of the groundfishery, any

change in its abundance and allocation will have tremendous impacts for

the entire Gulf of Maine groundfishery, which has an annual value of $30

million and is central to the livelihoods of hundreds of fishermen and their

families. Therefore, I am appreciative that NOAA is taking steps to review

additional data, keep stakeholders informed, and explore alternatives to

maintain stability in both the groundfishery and the fishing industry.

It is important that we get this right for our fishermen. To that end, I

have made the Commonwealth's Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF)'

through its partnership with the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth's

@ Prurnn or furrr'*t Prnnn



Secretary John Bryson

January 6,2012
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School of Marine Science and Technology and Marine Fisheries lnstitute

(MFl), available to provide assistance and information to NOAA Fisheries

during its review of the current stock assessments and ongoing policies.

MFI and DMF have a wealth of institutional knowledge on this topic as they

were involved in efforts to address a similar crisis facing the fishery in 1999.

Additionally, I want to urge NOAA Fisheries to adopt maximum

flexibility in order to design pragmatic management and restoration policies

that maintain stable fisheries and fishing communities.

. , Finally.,-l,unslerptapQ the Department is closely reviewing the

Gót',nmonwealth'S 
jNdvemliPr disaster request for the economic loss

Massachusetts'fisherm'ehin"u. incurred due to the transition to catch

shaies. I want to once again urge a favorable response so that We can

proteCt,thg Çornmonwealth's historic and economically important

grou'ndfish'fleet. ,:': " i

Thank you for your consideration, as well as your service to the

nation.

CC: Senator John Kerry

Senator Scott Brown

Representative BarneY Frank

Representative Bill Keating

Representative Mike CaPuano

Representative John TierneY

Representative Steven LYnch

Eric Schwaab, NMFS Administrator
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Rick Sullivan, EEA Secretary

Bill White, EEA Assistant Secretary

Mary Griffin, DFG Commissioner

Paul Diodati, DMF Director

Dr. David Pierce, DMF Deputy Director

Dr. Brian Rothschild, MFI Co'Chair

Paul Howard, NEFMC Executive Director

C.M. Cunningham, NEFMC Chairman
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Paul J. Diodati
Director

December 20,20II

Patricia Kurkul
Northeast Regional Administrator
National Marine Fisheries Service

55 Great Republic Drive
Gloucester, MA 01930

Re: Directed Dogfish Exempted Fishery Request

NEWENGLAND FISHERY
nrÀr,¡ncgu Ë,NT cou Nc I L

Commorrwealth of Mass achus etts
Division of Marine Fisheries

251 Causeway Street, Suite 400

Boston, Massachusetts 0211,4
(617)626-rs20

fax (617)626-1s09

.å.sÀ

@
-IN EGEIV
llì1 oËc?8?û11

Dear Pat

I am writing to urge consideration of an Exempted,Fishery Request by the Georges Bank Cod Fixed

Gear Sectoi(Fixeã Gear Sector). In a December 6ú letter to you the Fixed Gear Sector requests

exemptions from cert¿in groundfish monitoring and discard related provisions while fishing on

designated spiny dogfish triPs.

Recent management actions have underscored the rebuilt status of dogfish and resulted in another

annual increase in the spiny dogfrsh quot4 at a time when groundfish sector operations are struggling

to break-even. Current infórmaiion available from the fishery indicates that incidental catch of
groundfrsh is minimal when dogfish are targeted by fxed gear, wa:ranting a sensible approach to

äanagement of fishing trips dirècted on non-groundfish by sector vessels. An exempted fishery (50

CFR 600.745) appears to 6e the appropriate process for assessing the suitability of amended

regulations.

It is my understa¡ding that should you determine the Fixed Gear Sector's application wanants further

considlration then a notice will be published in the Federal Register. I look forward to providing more

detailed comments on any and all exempted fishery permit requests fo¡ directed dogfish trips by

groundfish sector vessels at that time.

Sincerely,

,"^LfÞ-útx;
Paul J. Diodati, Director

Cc: Eric Brazer, Fixed Gear Sector Manager

John Pappalardo, CCCHFA
Paul Howard, NEFMC Executive Director
Rip Cunningham, NEFMC Chair

Terry Stockwell, MFMC Groundfish Oversight Committee Chair

Tom Nies, NEFMC Groundfish FMP Analyst
Mark Gran! NMFS Sector AnalYst
Melissa Vasquez, NMFS Sector Analyst

Deval Patrick
Governor

P. Murray
Lt. Governor
rd K. Sullivan, Jr.

Secretary
Mary B. Grifün

Commissioner

¿¿-, ?Vzc, Ote û/q)
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Channel Fish Processing Co.,

December 22nd,20ll

Mr. Colin Cunningham, Chair
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Sheet Mill2
Newburyport, MA 01950

DearMr. Cunningham:

Channel Fish Processing Co., Inc is a long established, New England based, seafood processor

interested in purchasing a steady supply of Redfish from New England groundfish fishermen.

We are encouraged by rece,nt successful experimental fishing for redfish by fishermen enrolled in
groundfish sectois, and,ryg are hopeful that this work will lead to increased opporlunities for

Weù noundfish sectors have applied for an exemption from the
multispecies plan in order to efFrcientþ and effectively

r.r.. .¿:.;1ifÌa¡133-Æ'.;. ...: ry

We ask for your support for the request for exemption of the minimum mesh size reshictions.

National Sales Manager
Channel Fish Processing Co., Inc.

Cc Karen Roy -N.E.F.M.C.

18 Foodmart Road Boston, Massachusetts 02118 TEL (617) 464-3366 FAX (617) 464-337'1

;î*',,1,u D
NËW ENGLAND FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
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The Honorable John Kerry
One Bowdoin Square, Tenth Floor
Boston, MA 02114

Dear Senator Kerry:

We, the undersigned group of 6L academic scientists, are writing to request your help facilitating a

public review of an important marine conservation and management proposal for the waters off the
coast of New England. Recently NOAA's Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary (SBNMS) released a

draft proposalto designate a Sanctuary Ecological Research Area (SERA)within its boundaries
(http://stellwagen.noaa.gov/library/pdfs/sbnms_sera_proposal.pdf). The rationale for the SERA

proposal is to delineate an area to conduct monitoring and research to better understand how human
uses of the marine environment affect biological diversity, including those species managed for
sustainable harvest. By design, the SERA has three sub-areas and will allow long term studies of marine
communities under different fishing regimes as well as a limited area with no-fishing that will serve as a

reference site. There currently is no such area in the Gulf of Maine. Without a true research/reference
area, understanding the effects of human uses ofthe oceans, the foundation for ecosystem
management, is severely compromised. The SERA will permit such research, the results of which will
address the management needs of both SBNMS and New England fisheries.

Scientists and managers contributing to the design of the SERA proposal understood that it
would be referred by NOAA to the New England Fishery Management Council (NEFMC) for consideration
in an ongoing Essential Fish Habitat amendment process. The referral by NOAA to the NEFMC is the key
critical step to initiating an open and public review. Following its own lengthy public process, the
SBNMS Sanctuary Advisory Council voted by a wide margin to forward the proposal to the NEFMC.

Unfortunately, NOAA has not yet carried out that recommendation leaving the SERA proposal in
bureaucratic limbo. Referring this proposal to the NEFMC is not a public notice of impending regulation
but simply opens the door for a useful public discussion. Much discussion and analysis would remain
once the Council opens that deliberation, with many possible outcomes as the SERA proposal- even in
the most positive scenario - is combined with other contemplated management actions such as opening
fishery closed areas.

This proposal clearly addresses the needs of SBNMS, the National Marine Fisheries Service, the
NEFMC and the fishing community. While it may not be adopted as a result of the NEFMC and public
review process, it deserves an appropriate forum to be aired. Unfortunately, it appears that pol¡tical
sensitivity, given the many additional conflicts currently in play in the realm of New England fisheries,
may be overriding NOAA's stewardship responsibilities.

We ask for your support and encourage you to contact the Department of Commerce and
NOAA to request they officially forward the SERA proposal to the NEFMC. This simple action formally
initiates a public conversation. lf DOC and NOAA are afraid of words, where is natural resource
management in our Nation headed? Thank you, in advance, for your consideration.

Sincerelyl,

Les Kaufman, Ph.D.

Professor of Biology
Boston University Marine Program
Boston, MA

Dtc 2 1 20fi

NEW ENGLAND FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
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University of Connecticut Professor of Oceanography
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Distingu ished Professor
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Ron J. Etter, Ph.D.

Professor
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Associate Professor
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Cc:

Senator Scott Brown (MA)

Senator Olympia Snowe (ME)

Senator Susan Collins (ME)

Senator Jeanne Shaheen (NH)

Senator Kelly Ayotte (NH)

Senator Richard Blumenthal (CT)

Senator Joseph Lieberman (CT)

Senator SheldonWhitehouse (Rl)

SenatorJack Reed (Rl)

Representative Joe Courtney (CT)

Representative Rosa DeLauro (CT)

Representative James Himes (CT)

Representative Jim Langevin (Rl)

Representative David Cicilline (Rl)

Representative Michael Capuano (MA)
Representative Barney Frank (MA)

Representative Edward Markey (MA)

Representative John Tierney (MA)

Representative Stephen Lynch (MA)
Representative Frank Guinta (NH)

Representative Mike Michaud (ME)

Representative Chellie Pingree (ME)

Secretary of Commerce John Bryson

Undersecretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere Dr. Jane Lubchenco
Assistant Adminstrator for Fisheries Eric Schwaab
Assistant Administrator for Ocean Service David Kennedy
NMFS Regional Administrator Patricia Kurkul
SBNMS Superintendent Craig MacDonald
New England Fisheries Management Council Executive Director Paul Howard
New England Fisheries Management Council Chair Rip Cunningham

t- All of the scientists listed here have requested directly that they be included in this letter. Affiliations
after each name simply indicate academic affiliations and do not imply that the contents of this letter
reflect the policies of those institutions.
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December I9,20ll

The Honorable John Kery
2lI Russell Buìlcling
Seconcl Floor
Washington, DC 20510

RD: Gulf of Maine Cod Stoch Assessment

3. GROUNDFISH (January 3l-February 2,2012)-M

RuåïJ,l,uD
NEWENGLAND FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

Dear Senator Keny:

As a Charter Boat captain that actively fishes the Stellwagen Bank waters that is located
within the Gulf of Maine ("GOM") I am exhemely disappointed by the latest results of
the GOM cod stock assessment. Accorcling to the most recent New England Fishery
Management Council C'NEFMC") cod stock assessment, in less than a year, the cod
population has gone fiom a sustainable and highly prodnctive fishery to being on the
verge of a cornplete collapse, This finding is inconsistent with the recent University of
Massachusetts ('UMASS") Dartmouth State cod population studies as well as the
number of cod and other bottorn fish that are being catrght in the Gulf of Maine by me
and other Charter Boats as well as othel'recreational frshernren.

I ftlly support your written rcqtrest to the National Marine Fisheries Service ('NMFS')
to conduct another comprchensive GOM cocl stock assessment. TheNMFS incolrectly
estirnated that status of the Pollack stock assessnent in the past. I also request that an
assessment or evaluation of the means and methocls utilized to statically evaluate the
status of the cod biomass present in the GOM also be conductecl to properly assess the
cod biomass.

Aclditional effort or controls inclnding additional seasonal closurcs and/or size or bag
limits will have a highly detrirnental effect on rny Charter Boat business. Historically, the
GOM Charter'/Party Boat Operators have made huge sacrifices in their fishing efforts in
order to stay within compliance of the burclensome and ovetly lestrictive Northeast Multi
Species regulations. In 2003, Amendment 13 to the Northeast Multispecies Managenrent
Plan irnposed a Charter/Party boat restliction ofjust ten codfish as the daily bag limit.
Adclitional limits were implemented in 2006 that inclucled an increase in the minimum
size of GOM cod fi'om 22" ta24" and a closecl season for GOM cod fiom Nov 1st -
Aptil lst. This five month closure reduced the Charter'Æarty cod fishing season by forty
two perrcent.ln2009,this seasonal closure was incrcased by an aclditional action
implementecl under Framework 42by increasing the closed season on codfïsh for
Charter/Party vessels cluring the fir'st fifteerr clays in April. All these measures where
intendecl to increase the sustainable levels of cocl biomass in the GOM and up until the
most recent GOM cod assessrnent, appearccl to be working. I ask that you pursue all
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CPF' Charters íPerseverâncett

P.O. Box 732
Brant Rock, MA 02020
rvrvrv. cnfcharters.co m

possible optiorrs to allow for the extension date of the rebuilcling period of the GOM
codfish stocks.

The excitement and adventure of GOM cod fishing draws anglem frorn all over the
country who want to expedence cleep-sea sport fishing. They come with hopes of taking
one of America's finest food fishback home and to spend theit vacation ancl hard earned

money with rrs. They strpport the local seasicle businesses with the purchase of lodging,
meals, gasoline, tackle, ancl supplies which all contributes to our local econonry. Without
reasonable bag lirnits and the current seaso¡r, these anglers will sirnply fish elsewhere

clevastating our businesses and local economies.

I greatly appreciate your time and look forward to working with you and the members of
youl staff in finding a solution which will allow me and my fellow Chartet Boat Captains

to continue in a traditional fishery in the GOM fol codfish.

If yon have any questions please contact rne at (617) 291-8914 or etnail at

cpfcharters@yahoo.corn.

Sincercly,

Capt., Michael J. Pierdinock
CPF Charters
Stellwagen Bank Charter Boat Association
Recrcationai Fishing Allianse
Mass Sh'iped Bass Association
Green Harbor Tuna Club

Cc: United States Senator, Scott Brown
United States Representative, John Tierney
United States Congressman Willialn Keating
Mr. Etic Schwab, Assistant Director, National Maríne Fisheries Service
Mr'. Paul Diodati, Director, Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries

Mr'. Robert ZaIes,President, National Association of Charter Boat Operators
Mr. James Donofrio, Executive Direotor Recreational Fishing Alliance
Mr'. Paul Howard, Exectrtive DirrectorNEFMC
Mr. Bauy Gibson, Chairman NEFMC Recreational Fishing Advisory Panel
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Steven James

December 76,2071

The Honorable John Kerry'
218 Russell Building
Second Floor
V/ashington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Kerrl':

Stellwagen Bank Charter Boat Associati
P.O. Box 1221

Marshfield, MA 02050

Cc: P.*-(

?79- t{,6f- 31/6

On behatf of the Stellwagen Bank Charter Boat Association C'SBCBA"), rire are

extremely disappointed by th9 latest results of the Gulf of Maine ("GOM') cod stock

assessment. The Stellwagen Bank Charter Boat Association is cornprised of over one.

hundred Charter Boat Captains and Mates that sustain themselves by fishing for
Northeast Mutti Species and prirnarily target codfish in the GOM. Accordíng to the most

recent New EnglandFishery Management Council C\EFMC') cod stook'assess¡nent, in
less than a year, the co{ population has gone fro¡a a sustaìnable and higbly productive

fishery to being on the'verge of a complete collapse. . This finding is inconsistent with
recent UIvLA.SS Darnnouth Sïate cod population studies as well as the number of cod and

other botrom fish that a¡e being caught in the Gulf of Maine by SBCBA me¡rbers as well
as other recreational fi.shernren.

We fully support your wriffen request to tlreNational Marine Fisheries Service

('NMFS"¡to conduct imo'ther cornprehensive GOM cod stock assessment. Further, ll'e

ask for an evaluátion of the means and methods utilized to static.ally evaluate the status of
the cod biomass present in the Gulf of lvlaine- \Ye are vety concerned that additional
effort controls including addilional seasonal closures and/or size or bag limits will have a

highly dstriqrental effect on our struggling businesses and will force the closwe of many
:Cbarter Boat Operators-

Historicall¡ the GOM CharterlParty Boat O¡rerators have nade huge sacrifices in theír

fishing efforËs in order to stay vi'ithin compliance of the burdensone and overly
restrictive Nprtheast Multi Species regulations. In 2003, Amendment 13 to tÏ-e Northeast

Multispecies Managemcnt Plan imposed a Cha¡ter/Parff boat restriction ofjust ten

codfish as the daily bag limit. Additional limits rvere implernented in 2006 that included

an inc¡eass in the minimum size of GOM cod fromZ2" to 24" and a closed season for

GOM cod frornNov 1'! -April lut, This fi.ve month closure reduced the CharterlParty
cod fishing season by forry two percent, In 2009, this seasonal closure was increased by

an additional action implemented undff Framework 42by increasing the closed season

on codfish for CharterÆarty vessels during'the first fifteen days in April. All these

no.easrues where intended. to increase the sustainable levels of cod biomass inthe GOM
and up unfil the mgst rece,nt GOM ood assessment, appeared tO be workilg.

The GOIvI ChxterlParty fisheffren ask that youptusue ail possible options to allow for 
-::

the extension date of the rebuilding period of the GOM codfish stocks. liVithout an

extensio4 it \¡/ill be the last straw for mariy hard rvorking fi.shei::'ren who have sacrificed

3. GROUNDFISH (Jsnuary 3|-February 2,2012)-M
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Dec 16 11 04:03p Steven James 781-834-2899

Stellwagen Bank Charter Boat Association
P-O. Box 1221

Mmshfield, MA 02050

over the years doing their part to help rebuitd the GOM cod stocks. If GOM codfish
retention restrictions become severe enough as to wanant govemment authorized perrnit
buyout or distuibution of emerg€ncy fiinds, the GOM CharterÆryty Operators need to be
fully included in any relief funds directed to the region.

The excitement and adventure of GOM cod fishing draws anglers from all over the
counhry r,vho want to experience deep-sea sport fishing. They come wilh hopes of taking
one of America's finest food fish back home and to spend their vacation and hard earned
money with us. They support the local seaside businesses withthe purchase of lodging,
meals, gasoline, tackle,.and supplies whieh all contributes to our local economy. Without
reasonable bag limits and.the current season, these anglers will simply fish elservhere
devastating. our businesses and local economies.

We are asking for yow support to make sure that thelrIMFS invites us to future meetings
regarding this nratter as stakeholders and whose businesses depend on this fishery. We
â.re no different than the GOM Commercial Fisherrnan and have jr-rst as much a vested
interest in the management and access to the resource-

ln closing, I greatly appreciate 1,our time and look forward to working with you and the
members of your staff in fiodirrg a solution w'hich will allorv the CharterlParty industr,v to
continue in atraditional fishery in the GOM for codfish

If you lral-e any questions please contact me at (781) 834-2899 or email at

busttl nbi s.same íÐ:hotniai l . colu

Sincerely,

/iÅØ*
Steven James, President
Stellwagen Baak Charter Boat Association

Copy: United States Senator, Scotl Brown
United States Representative, John Tierriey
United States Congressman S/illiarr Keating
Mr. Eríc Schwab, AssistantDirector, National Marine Fisheries Service
þIr, Paul Diodati, Director, Massachusetts Division ofMæine Fisheries
Mr. Robert Zales, hesident, National Association of Charter Boat Operators
Mr. James Donofrio, Executive Director Recreational Fishing Alliance
Ivft. Paul Howard. Executive DirectorNEFMC
Mr. Barry Gibson, ChairmanNEFMC Recreational Fishing Adûisory Panel
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